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~HE FIGHT FOR H:ALF A MILLION.
By · AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.

His two partners had got to be just like him, inasmuch
as they were hardly ever satisfied unless they had danger
YOUNG WILD WEST ARRIVES ·AT DEADWOOD.
to contend with.
Young Wild
est and his two pa1tners, Cheyenne Charlie
As the three left the train at Deadwood station they
and Jim Dart, stepped from the train that arrived in Dead- looked at the man standing on the pla.tfo1m, as though
wood late one afternoon in early fall, a few years ago, when they expected to see one there to meet them.
there were lively times in that particular section of the counThe three had come to Deadwood on a hurry trip by
try.
rail from Albuquerque, New Mexico, in response to a call
From a little mining camp Deadwood had developed into from an old friend known as Lively Rick.
a hustling town of importance, though vice was running riot
Lively Rick had been offered a big sum of money by a
\vithin its borders.
wealthy man just come from the E~stJ to ferret out some
Young Wild West was commonly known as the Prince of alleged crooked work that was going on in connection with
the Saddle and Champion Deadshot of the West.
one of the leading mines of Deadwood; but not feeling
He was entitled to both nir,knames, without a doubt; first, that he was equal to the task, he had sent word to Young
because his equal had never been found at breakfog and rid- Wild West and briefly stated the case to him.
ing wild horses of the plains; and, second, because he had
The sum and substance of the message was that there
,von the title, fair and square, and was always xeady to de- was half a million dollars at stake, and that twenty thoufend it against all comers.
sand dollars would be paid to him if he could fix the
Though but a boy in yea1·s, he was all that constitutes a blame on the organized gang that was engaged in robbing
man-physically, mentally and morally.
the stockholders of the Jewett Mine.
Handsome, dashing, fearless and daring, even unto reekLively Rick had so strongly urged our hero and his partlessness, he was a foe that was to be feared by the lawless ners to come at once that he had decided to do so, and
men who infested the region known as the Wild West.
hence we find the three on the depot platform in the hus. Wil~, as his friends. alway~ called him,. usually was a~- tling town of, Deaa.v,\Ood.
tir~d m _a fancy huntn~g suit of b1;1ckskin. He _wore his
They had not bfeh standing there more than a minute
hair, '':hich was of a hght_ ches~nut color, hangmg _down when a ratbr ta1l man, conspicuous in a flaming red shirt .'
over his shoulders, and, with lus broad sombrero tipped I and yellowish-brown sombrero came running up the platback upon his shapely head, he made a true picture of the fonn.
'
ideal boy hero of_ the West.
"Whoopee!" he shouted. "Here yer are at last, ch?
Cheyenne Charlie was a ~an fully ten years older than I'm mighty glad you've come, Wilde. How are yer, Charthe boy he chose to call his• leader, and thouglJ. he had lie? How are yer, Jim?"
served several ye~rs as_ a sco:1,t foi~_the_ Governmeht troops
The next minute he was busy shaking hands with the
and had fo?ght m morn Indian skirn?ishes than he could three strangers in town while half a dozen loiterers looked
~ount on his fingers a_nd toes, he relied _far . more on the on curiously.
'
Judgment of Yo1;1ng Wild Wes_t t~an he did his 0 ';~:
"Well, Rick, we thought we had better come," repliec
. He was a _typical Westerner, with long, black han han&'- Young Wild West. "There ~·as something- ab.?ut yonr Jer:]ng below his shoulders and it mustache that set off lus tcr that eemed a bit peculiar, and it was written in such
8
rat~er handsome fa<'e to excellent advantage.
an earnest style that we just had to come. Don't tell us
Ji~ Dart was a boy about the same alfe as. th at of our anything· about the business on hand now· wait till we get
dashm15" young )1ero. ~e chose to w~ar his hair short, but somewhere alone. How have vou been, ;nvwav?
that did not hmder him from havmg the appearance of
"Fine as silk, Wild. Whoopee! Ain't 1 glad ter sec yer,
a real boy of the West.
though,,,
Jim had been born in the wilds of Wyoming, and his
"Wl ·
W I W ,,, C
C
.
•
knowledge of woodcraft and scouting was hardly surpassed., . . 1 oopee.1
ow·
ow·
heyenne har11e answ~,u~
But, like the majority of people in all walks of life, he givmg t~e ~-egular cowboy veil.
.
needed a leader; and he had surely found one in the perAt t~is Juncture two rough-lookrn~ fellows stnpped up
son of Young Wild West.
to.,the h~tle g~-o~p, and one of them said :
,
.
'l'he three were more like brothers than anything else,
Whats gom on, anyhow· You galoots don t think ye?
and each was r ady to die fighting for the other.
own tller whole platform, do yer?
Young Wild West, beUtg the owner of several mines and
"That's all right, Buck," Lively Rick ilTIS\\'Cred. "ThesE
a couple of ranches, was well fixed in(ihe way of money, are friends of mine, an' I'm mighty glad t~r ,;ee 'em. Yer
a~d he took the m?st of his time in !,traveling about the ~ght have heard of 'em? T!1ey're xoung Wt,Id West an'
wi.lds of the West in search of adveufore.
his two pards, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
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"Oh, that's who they are, eh?" and the ruffianly fellow
cast a scrutinizing glance at our hero. "I thought by ther
way yer was actin' that one of 'em was ther President of
ther United States, or a prizefighter or somethin'."
The speaker had been d1·inking more than was good for
him, and it only took a glance for our hero to see that he
was spoiling for a fight.
Wild, as the dashing boy was called by those well acquainted with him, ne•er sought trouble, but when it came
•
he always was right there.
The other man, who was in about the same condition as
the spokesman, and who looked to be fully as "bad," suddenly squirted a mouthful of tobacco juice . at Cheyenne
Charlie's feet.
1
The scout stepped out of the way 41 time to escape it,
and then he lunged forward with.his right fist and caught
the fellow a blow on the chin that sent him staggering.
"Whoopee!" he shouted, dancing after the ruffian. "You
want fight, an' I know it! Come on, you measly coyote!"
At this the other man made a leap for Charlie.
But Young Wild West threw out his arm and flung him
I
back, as though he had been a child.
"You keep quiet," he said. coolly. '"Two on one is no go,
not when I am arouhd."
Then the other fellow came , back at Charlie.
There was a quick exchange of blows, and he lay on his
back, the victorious scout standing over him.
The spokesman: seemed confounded at being pushed
back at our hero, and it was not until his partner was
worsted that he made a move to do anything.
Then he struck a savage blow at the boy.
But the blow was neatly countered, and then-Biff!
The ruffian received a blow on the short ribs that doubled
him ur like a jackknife and sent, him sLaggcring.
Hnat!
Wild followNl his advanlage by handling a left on the
fellow's forehead.
Then both were down!
Lively Rick let out a yell oF triumph.
"Buck Hoofer has met more'n his match at last!" he
~xclaimcd. "I know it was goin' tcr happen thcr minute he put in his oar. There ain't no use in tryin' ter
whip Young Wild West, an' you galoots might as well
know that right away."
His remarks WC'rc addressed to the crowd of by-standers
that had gathered on the depot platform.
But though the two men had been knocked down and
.
dazed, they were not satisfied, by any :qieans.
They both got up at about the same time and each made
a grab for his revolver.
Buck Hoofer got his out of the holster first.
Crack!
Young Wild WeHt pulled his shooter as quick as a flash
anrl down went the weapon to the platform.
Crack!
He fired again aind the other villain let his shooter drop.
. "Now, I reckon you fellows had better do a little dance,
Just to show the crowd that you're a couple of fools " said
the boy, calmly. "Get in lively, now, or I'll shoot t~ hurt
you!"
There was no mistaking the words of the dashing young
deaclshot, while the tone of voice they were spoken in indicated that he surely meant business.
In bot~ cases the revolvers had been hit by the bullets
'
and not the hands of the men.
But it was sufficient to make them drop the revolvers
'
just the same.
They looked at the hands9me, young fellow, and saw
that he now held a revolver in either hand.
Then they began to shuffle about on the platform, while
th~ crowd s~t up a roar of laughter.
Flister than that, you lazy galoots!" cried Wild and
then he fired a shot, sending a bullet through the plankin_g- within an inch of where Buck Hoofer's toe was at the
time.
Crack!
He let one go at his partner and a piece of his boot-heel
flew off.
Then it was that the two men danced in earnest.
The men gathered about were laughing uproa1-:iou:;;ly
now.
Tho fact was, as Lively Rick told our hero and his part-

THE DEADWOOD DEN.
ners afterward, that Buck Hoofer was generally feared
by the bad and good alike in Deadwood.
The ruffian never worked; yet he was always supplied
with money.
His favorite hobby was to pick on every stranger that
came in the place, whether he was a tenderfoot or old
hand.
It was the first time those who were present at the depot
had ever seen him called, and they thoroughly enjoyed it.
When a man once loses his prestige in the eyes of those
who had been in fear of him he is what the Westerners
term a "dead coyote."
Buck Hoofer was now a dead coyote with every one but
his friends.
But he seemed to bave a few of them there, for it could
be noticed that not all were, laughing at the dance.
Our hero kept the pair going for fully three minutes,
and then he fired two more shots, taking off a piece of
leather from the heels of each of them, and told them to
stop.
"That will be about all for the present, I reckon," saicl
Young Wild West, coolly reloading his pair of Smith &
Wesson revolvers. "Now, Rick, just lead the way to the
hotel, will you?"
"Whoopee!
"You bet I will!" Lively Rick retorted.
Hooray fur Young Wild West!"
Several in the crowd took up the cry, and a ringing
cheer was the result.
Then they made way as our friends walked down the
platform and started for the hotel Lively Rick proposed
to take them to.
Buck Hoofer and his pard sneaked off and around the
depot a:1cl were quickly lost sight of.
It is nC'edlcss to say that they hated the Champion Deacls~ot of the We:,t for the treatment they li.,.d received at
r
ht,: handR.
Our hero knew this quite well, and he meant to be on
lhe lookout for them.
"I reckon we'll have a lively time of it here, boys," obRervccl ChE>yennc Charlie, as they crosser! the ,:ireet. "If
them two galoots is let live we will, anyhow. But jest let
'em come! If they don't git their medicine 1'11 cat my hat,
that's all!"
"Don't bother them unless they bother you first, Char•·
lie," was Wild's advice.

CHAP.TER II.
A RATHER PECULIAR STATE OF AFFAIRS.

In order to let the reader know the exact pl'Oposition
Young Wild West was up against we will follow Buck
'
Hoofer and llis pard.
The two villains were glad to get out of sight of the
taunting miners and cowboys that had gathered at the
depot, and once around the building they hurried to the
rear of a nearby saloon and entered it.
Bot1!, had received about all they wanted just then, but
that did not keep them from breathing vengeance on Young
,·
Wild West.
That they were well known in the place was evident, for
the bartender pr~mpt!y asked them what they would have,
and looked surpnsed at the way they were acting.
"Liquor," said Buck, putting · some money on the mar.
•
"Hurry up!" ~,
A bottle was hurriedly put out.
Then came the two glasses, and the men took down big
•
,
drinks.
Not satisfied with this, they each took another.
Then some of the men who had witnessed the performance on the railway platform came in the saloon and they
took to the back room.
"Set down, Bill," ..said Buck, nodding to 1\is companion.
;I ain't lookin' fur any J'!lOre trouble jest now, but ther
nrst galoot what comes m here an' makes fun of me is
goin' ter drop!"
"That's right, Buck," came the reply. "I'm with yer
on that. It's ther :first time I ever seen you tamed by
anybody, an' it's sorter set ther gang on yer, I reckon.
But it don't say that 'cause Young Wild West made us
dance that any one else 19n have thcr laugh on us, does
it?"
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"Not much it don't!"
think that anything iike that's goin' ter happen. What's
At that moment half a dozen men came into the room.
th~?' name of ther New York galoot; now?"
They began jeering the pair right away.
Burton Parrott, T heard Rod say.
Then both pulled their revokers, which they had taken
"All right. I reckon he'll be a dead one afore long.
time to pick up before leaving the platform.
He's tr!ed lawyers an' detectives until he's got tired, an'
"Ther first galoot what says there's .anything cowardly now hes come out here an' got Young Wild West tcr iro
about me has got ter take his medicine!" 1·oared Buck.
to ther front in his fight fur half a million. Well, we'll
This awed them somewhat, and some of them hastily see if Neal Macklin, ther boss, ain't smart enough ter lay
got back into the barroom.
ther plans ter beat 'em out."
. "~ any one wants it, jest speak out!'' exclaimed the
Though the two men had already drank more than was
v11lam, following up his advantage and showing the J:l.ra- good for them, Buck went to a cupboard and took a black
vado that has always been so common with him.
bottle and a couple of glasses from it.
That settled it.
Then they had some more of the fiery stuff. ·
Though the meb did not have as high an opinion of him
They seemed to be perfectly at home in the house, alas they had before, they must have thought it best not to though it was eYidcnt that the old womari was the misrisk getting shot.
tress of it.
"It's all right, Buck," said one. "Nobody wants ter make
They remained there, talking and taking occasional nips
fun of yer."
from the black bottle until the afternoon was about done.
"A~l , right, then," and the villain slipped his shoote1·
lfhen a young man entered the house.
back 1~ the holster. "Everybody come an' take a drink!"
"How are yer, Rod?" they both said. "\Ve've been waitOut mto the barroom he went, followed by his partner in' fur yer."
Bill, and then the drinks were set up.
"ls that so?" and the young man called Rod, who was
Gradually things drifted to the usual state.
really the son of the old woman, took a seat and looked
1
Then, with an air of trium~h, Buck Hoofer went to the at them in an interested way.
back room.
He could easily see that they were both nretty well unBill followed him, of course.
der the influence of liquor, but there was something in
They remained there a while, neither saying much, and their looks tha told him they had something of importthen both got up and sauntered out through the barroom ance to tell him.
to the street.
"Yes," answered Bill. "Yer know what I said about Lively
In spite of the fact that he had succeeded in m,,-eing Rick agreein' ter take Parrott's case fur him?"
the crowd, Buck appeared to be p1·etty tame as he walked
"Yes, I know."
up the street.
"Well, have yer ever heard of Young Wild West?"
His old time swagger was missing, foi: one thing.
"Yes; I have seen him, too."
A hundred yards from the railroad station the two turned
"Well, Lively Rick has turned ther job over ter him."
into a path that ran across a vacant plot of ground and
Rod looked uneasy right away.
headed for' a big- shanty some little distance away among
"That's sorter bad, I reckon," he remarked.
the rocks on the side of a hill.
"It's bad, as sure as your name is Rod Hapgood!"
At the time of which we write there were plenty of such
"ls Young Wild West here in Deadwood?"
shanties scattered around the town.
•
"Yes, an' his two pards, Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim Da,·t,
This one did not look any different from the others are with him."
·
from the outside, but it was different, as will soon be seen.
"An' Parrott has hired 'em ter put up the,· fight fur
The two ruffians made their way to it, and, finding the what he calls his half a million, eh?"
dool' ajar, walked inside.
"Well, it looks that way, don't it? I heard that Lh:ely
An old woman, with snapping-, black eyes, came in from Rick had undertook ther job, an' as he met Young Wild \Vest
, another part of the building and looked at them question- an' his pards at ther station this aftemoo'l, it looks as
ingly.
though there was somethin' like that on ther cal':Jr~t."
'!It's all right, Kate," said Buck? "We jest come over
"It does look that way," and Rod Hapgood turned to
so's we could have a little talk without bein' heard ·by any- Buck to hear what he thought about it.
body. Is Rod in?"
·
"I reckon we're all 1·ight when ·we git in our den, Rod,"
"No; _he's over to ther mine," the woman replied, and the villain said. "If it comes ter ther p'int we kin hide
then, without another word, she turned and went into the an' no one will ever find us. We'll have te1· see what the
adjoining- room .
bo;:s says about it."
Bill shut the door and took a seat at a little, square
"Tiler boss is comin' here to-night," replied Rod. "He
table.
says he wants ter talk things ovel' with ther ' boys. He's
"I reckon things is gettin' worse. Buck," he said. "I told gittin' a little worried about Burton Parrott, I guess."
yer that Lively Rick had tackled ther job ter nm us down;
"'1.'her scheme tcr freeze him out of control of ther mine
now you'll believe it, maybe. He's g-one an' sent fur Young 'didn't work, then?"
Wild West ter do tlter job! There's plenty of people in
"No. From a legal standpoint Panott has got it all }tis
Deadwood what knows what Young Wild West is. He's own W+Y· If he is allowed ter take a hand an' run things
got ther name of winnin' out when he undertakes anything. pe'll have to stop stealin' from ther mine, that's all."
I reckon we're hard ag'in it now, Buck."
"Well, I reckon when Panott ·says he's fig-htin' fur half
"I'll ;.tdmit that it might be jest as you say, Bill," was a million_ J:ie's ~bout right. 'l'hc1· Jewett Mine is worth
the i·eply. "Lively Rick is a putty dangerous galoot him- over a m1ll_10n, 1 ve hea,.~ telli an' Parrott o\".11S thet· wh?le
self; but Young Wild West is a whole Jot worse. If ther thmg by rights.. Neal l\1acklm only h?l<ls lus. shares with
New York galoot has hired Lively Rick ter git a gang an' I ther _unc\erstat1d~n' that he loses 'em 1f theres_ any work
ra!l us down, an' Young Wild West has tackled ther job, that 1s crooked 1s, ever ,found out: He'~ 1·espons1blc fur all
we'll have a high old time of it. But we'll be all Tight in that goos on, an thats what g'I\ICS }un~ a chance ter do
our den, if it comes ter ther worst, I reckon."
·
ther cro~ked. work. lf B~rton ,Parrott _fm<ls out that he's
"That's ther only hope we've got," and Bill brightened ~rooked it ,y1ll rnd !,\fac~lm, an that will end our part of
up. "Ther Deadwood Den, as we call it, C\n't be beat fur 1t. So ther _whole_ thmg·· 1s tl•r pu~ Parrott out of ther way."
a model of clever buildin'. It's fixed jest right ter make
"An' Youn~· Wild_ Wp.st an' \11s p~nds,_ too," added Rod.
itiquisitive galoots disappear, an' no mistake. An it's a
"Yes, ...n' Lively Rick, too," ch1mecJ. m Bill.
mighty safe hidin' place, too. But, then, this Young Wild
West has a great way of gittin' around all kinds of difficulties, they say. He ain't no orclinary galoot. This New
CHAPTEU 1.1'.~.
York galoot owns ther biggest part of ther shares in ther
Jewett Mine, but he'll never git ther benefit of · 'em not
WILD AND HIS PARTNERS MEET BURTON PARUOTT,
if we kin work out ther plan that ther boss has laid out.';
"It'll be a fight fur . halt a million, all right," Buck
Young- Wild West and his partners were quite well knowli
chuckled.
"An' if ther New York galoot wins out we'll have ter in Deadwood.
They had been the1·e several times, and each time they
work fur a livin', I reckon."
"Yes, if ther boss gits behind ther bars. But don't let's had an excfl:ting time of it.
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They did not go into the barroom of the hotel, but diHe was the personification of since1·ity itself. while he
rect to the 1:oom that Lively ~ick had engaged.
seemed to be possessed of a persistent nature as well.
It was quite a large room, with two double beds in it to
He sat down and told a long story about his trouble and '
accommodate four.
legal fights over the Jewett Mine, which just now :vas
But this was all right for the times, and many of the under the control of Neal Macklin, and had been smce
S?-called hotels in places similar to Deadwood could not the death of the New Yorker's uncle, Samuel Jewett, whom
give such accommodations as that.
the mine was named for.
In _many places :w-ooden bunks, with a single blanket and
"How came you to be over a half owner in the mine_?"
no p1_llow, were g1ven out to the guests, at three dollars Wild asked him, after he had done with his story, wluch
per rught a person, too.
was a very tangled one, at the best.
Lively Rick resided in Deadwood, but his residence was
"My uncle willed it to me," was the reply.
?
rather small, and as the man from the East was stopping
"Have you been drawing dividends since it became yours . "
at the hotel, he thought he had better bring Wild and his
"Oh, yes. But nothing like what I. S~Ofl~ have. I have
partners there, too.
been swindled out of over a half a :rrulhon m the past two
It so _h~ppened that he was able to engage the big room years. My lawyers have found that much out for me.".
that adJ01ned that occupied by the New York man who
"Ah! And you are fighting to gain control of the mme ?"
as the reader _knows, bore the name of Burton Parrott.
'
"Yes."
.
Once m their quarters our friends sat down.
"And Neal Macklin was left the sole manager of the mme
Th_ey had br~ught very little luggage with them, de- by your uncle ? "
. .
pei:dm~ on buymg what extra clothing they would need
"Yes, with the proviso that he was to hold that poslt1on
while m Deadwood.
so long as everxthing was run straight."
.
"And you want to prove that things are not runnmg
~ild wante~ very much to bring along his splendid horse,
S~1tfire,. but it wou!d o:ruy have delayed them, and they straight, and thus gain cont:col of the mine?"
"That is it, exactly."
lert their .horses behmd m charge of a ranchman friend in
"Well, that ought ,to be easy enough. If Macklin really
N ~w Mexic_o, where the scout's wife and the sweethearts of
is crooked it had not ought to take long to find proof of
Wild and Jim were stopping.
"I reckon I got putty good accommodations fur yer didn't it."
"But he has everything his own way, you know. He
I?" asked Lively Rick, as he looked around the ·ro~m and
finally allowed his gaze to rest upon a colored show bill hires the bookeepers and other men, who would be apt to
that hung 0;1 the wall in lieu of a framed picture.
know about it."
. "Yer sartmly_ did, Ri_c~," Charlie answered, as he took
"Well, that is all right. We arc not detectives, but I
m t~e room Wlth ~ ~rftical eye. "I reckon we kii, sleep reckon that will be easy enough to find out."
all 1,1ght he,.<:, J,rov1din ther blamed house don't 11:it afire.
Parrott looked at the young deadshot with admiring eyes.
Thats 01:e thi~g I always think about when r turns in in
"I guess Lively Rick knows what he is talking about
a place like this. There ain't nothin' like sleepin' outdoors when he says you are the fellow to do this work for me.
after all."
' Well, you go ahead, and if we win out there will be more
" ;•well, I ain't done much of that lately," answered Rick. in it for you that you now expect. I assure you of that.
I ve _got sorter used ter sleepin' in a house, yer know. I am not ·a rich man, outside of my holdings in the mine;
B~t. s;nce I sunk all ther money I had in the Devil Creek but that makes no difference. You are going to be paid
Mmm Company, ,an' our baby come, I've been in putty for your trouble, even if you fail to win."
close quarters. , I ve got a good ~hance ter make money
"Well Mr. Jewett, I will look around a little, and if I
J\OW, thou~h_, an as S?On as we git through this fight fur find out' that the business of the mine is being transacted
ha!! a. million, _as M~ster Parrott calls it, I'm goin' ter by crooked men I will go right ahead and ·win the fight
s~rike m. Then 1t wont be long afore I kin make my shanty for half a million. If it should happen that I fail I don't
b1~ger ai;i' be able ter receive guests."
want a cent. You offered Lively Rick twenty thousand
I 90n t see why you didn't let us know that you were dollars to undertake the task, so he says. That will be
financially embanassed, Rick," said Young Wild West. "You five thousand dollal'S apiece for the four of us. That is
ought to know that we would be only too glad to help you a nice little sum to have, though I will say that neither of
out."
•us th1·ee are greatly in need of the money. We happen
. "Well, Wil?, I don't believe in bein' helped out all ther to have just enough of an income to make things go_ easy.
trme., You give me a mighty good start once before, but I That is because of the luck we have had, you known. The
w~sn t smart enough ter keep up with it. I had ter ,go West is a very rich country, and if you only strike the
an_ lfse all ~ had. 1:'}ien I started over ag'in, an' this time I'm right spots you are bound to make money."
li<Jlll ter wm out W1thout any financial help."
"Well, I am being benefited by what my ·uncle struck
. "I like your ~pirit, all right, s_o I guess I'll let you fight when he came out to the Black Hills. All of us don't make
it out on the Imes you have laid down for a while any-· what money we have ourselves."
"That is 1·ight, Mr. Panott. But as you ha.ve received
how. But I am going to keep track of ~hat you are' up to
your share in the Jt!wett Mine legally it belongs to you,
after we go away from Deadwood, Rick."
'' All right. You'll find that I'm workin' my way as just as much as though you had bought the claim."
straight as a string."
The New Yorker then showed the documents he had
with him to prove his ownership to the sharps, and then
Just then there came a knock at the door
Wild was perfectly satisfied that everything was as he had
"Hello!" called out Lively Rick.
·
represented.
"It is I-Parrott," came the reply.
.
"Boys," said he, turning to his partners and Lively Rick,
"Oh, all right. Jest ther galoot we want. Come on in
Mr. Parrott. I've got 'em right here an' don't yer furgit "I reckon we'll take things easy until after supper. Then
it. l_'m L~vely Rick from Devil Crick, an' when I under- we will look around the town a bit and try and .find Qut
takes a thmg I always succeeds. Let me introduce yer to something."
"That's it," retorted Rick. "I want yer to go over an'
Youn~ Wild West, ther Champeen Deadshot of ther · West
an' his pards, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, ·what can't see Kate an' ther baby afore yer go ve1-y fur, yer know.
be beat ther world over. Boys, this is Mister Burton Par- I'll go over hQme now, an' I'll meet yer here at seven
rott, of New York."
o'clock."
"All right."
Our hero quic~l~ sh·ook ~ands with the man, who had
"And I guess I will leave you until supper time," spoke
all the fharactens_t1cs of bemg a tenderfoot, but who was
up Parrott. "I'll meet you in the dining-room, boys."
undoubtedly a busmess man, out and out.
"Good enough, Mr. Parrott," answered our hero. "I
'.'I am ~ore than glad to _meet you, Young Wild West,"
said Parrot~. , I was afraid you would not come in re- reckon we will make a hurry-up job of this, once we get
sponse to Rick _s letter. He assured me over and over that il3tarted right. You need not worry a bit about it; and
you and your two partners could surely help me out in don't let any one know what we are up to, not even your

my fight fol' half a million.

I

It is no wonder, then, that lawyer."

"I'll do just as you say, Mr. West."
am glad to .see you."
"Wild please. You are older than I am, so please call
Then he shook with Charlie and Jim.
All three liked the man the minute they became ac- me wha'.t my friends call me."
"Very well, then-Wild it is. So long!"
qu~nted with him.
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There were about a dozen in the place besides our three
friends at the time, and instantly there was a silence.
-Neal Macklin, being the richest mine o,vner that patronized the hotel bar, was looked up to by the majority o:f
the men who came there to drink and gossiip.
Two or three placed their hands on the butts of their
revolvers, and acted as though they were ready to shoot
the scout if he attempted to carry out his threat.
"Take it easy, gentlemen," said Young Wild West, in
his cool and easy way, as he stepped to the centre of the
room. "If Neal Macklin, as the Sheriff just caUed that
fellow is such a popular man here with you, I think you
have ~ery poor taste. I have sized him up, and I have
come to the conclusion that he is nothing but a deceitful
CHAPTER IV.
rascal. I believe that he would as soon rob a person, providing the amount was large enough to suit him, as he would
THE 'MEETING WITH NEAL MACKLIN.
treat him to a glass of whisky. I seldom make a mistake
,
"Why, hello, Young Wild West!" exclaimed the Sheriff, in sizing up a man, gentlemen."
Such words no one expected to hear, and for the space
as his eyes rested upon our hero. "Blame if you ain't good
of a few seconds the men in the barroom seemed stunned.
fur sore eyes! How's things over in Weston?"
Macklin turned pale, and then red, by turns.
"Well, I can't exactly say how things are there. SherFinally he pulled himself away from Chal"lie and laid
iff," answered Wild, as he ·shook hands with the man. "You
see, we didn't stop there. We came here as direct as we his hands upol). the butt of a big cavalry revolver that was
hanging to his belt.
could from Al.buqueque."
"So you want to shoot, eh? Well, come on!" said Wild,
"Is that so? How ai-e yer, Charlie? How are yer, Jim?
Landlord, jest give Young Wild West an' his pards what~- and in the twinkling of an eye he had dra,vn a six-shooter.
"Hold on, boys!" cried the Sheriff, jumping- between them.
ever they want. I know Wild an' Jim don't drink anything strong; but you've got some mighty good ginger- "This is all a mistake. Stop it!"
"There is no mistake about it, Sheriff. Either that young
pop there,- an' maybe that'll jest hit 'em right. Charlie
cur has got to die, or I will!" shouted Macklin, who was
will take whisky straig·ht. I reckon."
now in a frenzy of rage.
"With you I will," the scout retorted, with a laugh.
"He is willing to take his chances, Sheriff. Let him come
The Sheriff was quite well knO\vn to our friends, and
outside, where there will be no danger of shooting- any one
they all liked him pretty well.
Since the political arg-ument had been interrupted the else," said Wild, now as cool as an iceberg. "You can bet
man in the expensive riding suit had been standing at the all you're worth that it won't be me that goes under!"
A low murmur of admiration went up from several of the
bar, twisting his mustache atd looking rather annoyed.
"I'll bet you a hundrr:d dollars that we carry the town by-standers in unison.
Never before had they seen such coolness displayed.
on election day. Sheriff!" ,h e now exclaimed. "What ar.e
The gleam in the eyes of the dashing young deadshot told
you trying- to do, crawl just because those people have
them, too, that Macklin was pretty close to death.
come in?"
The mine o,vner must have noticed something like it him"Oh, no; I ain't tryin' ter crawl, Neal Macklin" was
the quick reply. "But when Young Wild West ~n' hi~ self, for he began to back down.
"Sheriff, if he apologizes for what he just said I'll call
pards comes te1· town they're entitled to all ther consideration I kin show 'em. I'll jest introduce ver to 'em an'
then I'll call yer on your proposition. Ther ·Democrats-'-" it square," he said. "Otherwise it will be his life or mine!"
"I never yet apologized for anything I said to a man like
"I I ,
cont care to be introduced. Sheriff. Don't bother your- you," Wild retorted, a smile playine: about his lips. "Come
self," interrupted the man, testily.
on outside. I'll ease your mind by telling- you that I won't
Wild was looking at him keenly now.
Neal J\lacklin was the man who was supposed to be shoot to hurt y<lu, but I will knock that revolver out of your
doing the crooked work that was keepin,q_- Burton Parrott hand so quick that it will make your head swim! You can
shoot at me to kill, if you get the chance. Come on. you
out of his rights, and that thi s was the identical fellow he sneaking coyote! If you don't get a stal't on you inside of
half a minute I will begin to undress you right here!"
felt cel'tain.
Young Wild West's blood was certainl y up.
It did not take him long to set him down as a "bad
But ~,till he did not fl y into a rage.
one," anyhow.
He was as cool :rs though he was but having a friendly
hil!~t he did not offer to resent the insult just put out by
He was going to find out what the Sheriff would do talk in the barroom, and he was as steady as a clock.
Pushing the sheriff along so he would be oetween them
about it first.
The Sheriff looked at Macklin in silence fo1· the space of Macklin moved for th e door.
Wild followed, Charlie and Jim cloi-e at his heels.
half a minute.
His partners were going to see to it that no one else was
Then he said, softly, but decisively:
"I reckon you ain't none too good ter be introduced ter interested in the game.
The mine owner got out upon the porch and stepped to
ther whitest boy what ever come to ther Black Hills,
Macklin. You may be a rich mine owner an' all that, but the ground, still keeping hold of the Sheriff's arm.
Wild was right within six feet of him when the Sheriff
Young Wild West is a boy what you ought ter look up ter,
drew away.
instead of snubbin'."
"Oh, pshaw! I guess you don't want to put up that • ·Macklin was white as a sheet now.
But, nerved to desperation, he half raised his revolver.
hundred, Sheriff," was the reply. "Well, never mind. We'll
Crack!
all have a drink."
Wild fired as if by magic and the bullet hit the cylinder
Wild was not a little bit angered, but he still ke_pt cool.
"Sheriff, I reckon you associate with some people that of the weapon and sent it flying from his hand.
It was a very short shot, but it would have made no
don't know what manners are," he said, turning to the
difference if it had been four times as far.
county official and smiling.
"Haven't you got another gun?" the boy asked, holding
Macklin laughed, and, looking at the man behind the
the muzzle of his smoking revolver toward the ground.
bar, said:
"Let them all have a drink at my expense. Be sure "If you haven't, just pick that one up."
Macklin remained perfectly still.
and give the strangers what they want, for they look dry."
"Pick up that shooter!"
"See here, you measly coyote!" exclaimed Cheyenne
The words i'ang out clear and distinct, and the re was
Charlie, stepping forward and taking him by the shoulder.
"I want yer ter understand that when we want ter drink a depth of meaning in them, too.
The mine owner looked around, helpl essly.
we kin buy jt. You jest say about two words more an'
The Sheriff stood ·with his arms :folded across his stomI'll chuck you out of here! Do you understand that, you
ach, his finge1·s _touching a revolver on either side.
slab-sided, knock-kneed. insultin' galoot!"

"See here! If I am to call you Wild you must call me
. Bur t. That is what all my friends call me."
·
"All right, Burt."
Parrott went out laughing.
He was much pleased with our hero and his partners,
and they were pretty well satisfied that he was all right.
So that made it pleasant all around.
Wild and his partners had a good wash, and then they
went into the b.arroom of the hotel. ·
One of the first persons they set eyes on was the Sheriff
of the county, who was having a red-hot political argument with a man attired in an expensive riding- suit.

'
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Not another man in the crowd had offered to touch a
WC'apon.
The scene was surely a dramatic one.
Slowly the defeated man bent down until his fingers
touched the revelver on the ground.
He got hold of it, and as he raised it a few inches from
the ground our hero pressed the trigger of his shooter.
Crack!
.
The revolver went back where it had laid before it had
been touched.
"Pick it up, you sneaking -coyote! Hold tight on it the
next time you get hold of it!"
Once more the man looked around at the crowd.
There were looks of sympathy from some of the miners,
but no one made a move to help him.
Again he stooped and took hold of the revolver.
He caught it by the barrel this time, no doubt to show
the boy that he did not mean to shoot.
Crack!
Wild faed for the third time.
The weapon did not leave Macklin's hand, but the handle had a piece chipped from it by the bullet.
"Are you satisfied?" the boy asked, coolly.
"Yes," came the reply.
"All right. Now I'll tell you something. If I happen
to find out that I have made a mistake in your character
I will offer an apology. But I'll bet a five-dollar gold piece
to a silver quarter that I haven't made a mistake!"
Macklin hardly heard the words, for he was already
making his way ·for a fine bay horse that was tied near the
horse trough.
He jquickly untied the horne, and the next minute he
was riding up the street, as though he had recP.ived a
hurry call.
"Three cheers fur Young Wild West, boys!" shouted the
Sheriff, waving his hat over his head.
:r'he men, all but two or three responded, and with the
cheers ringing in his ears, dashing ·Young Wild West went
back into the hotel.
CHAPTER V.
THE DEADWOOD DEN,

Neal Macklin never slackened his pace until he reached
his own residence in the outskirts of the town.
The man was a bachelor of thirty-five, and the fact was
that he considered himself a handsome man ..
But he chose to live at his own p1ivate house, rather
than to stop at one of the hotels, and as he had servants
to obey his every wish, he was certainly much better off in
that respect.
At the time of which we write tti'e hotel accommodations
were not so very· desirable at Deadwood, as we have hinted
before.
Macklin was in a peculiar state of mind.
He had been cowed and disgraced before the eyes of those
he had always made himself so important to before.
It was hard to bear, but what could he do?
That is the way he reasoned as he rode away from the
hotel.
"I don't know what made me take a sudden dislike to
that boy," he muttered, as he dismounted at the stable in
the rear of his ·neat little cottage. "Perhaps it was because
I have heard that a fellow named Young Wild West is such
a persistent fighter against crime. I did not believe it was
him at first; I thought the Sheliff 'was joking. But now I
know the boy is Young Wild West. · No other person living
could have done what he did just now. Well, I will have to
see Buck Hoofer and let him fix him up. Buck will pick
•a row with him, and then finish him in short order. That
will be the way I will have my revenge. As soon as I
have dined I will take a walk over to the den. Then it will
soon be settled."
This relieved his .mind somewhat, and, turning his horse
over to a halfbreed Indian, who appeared just then, Mackin
walked to the house.
•
The mine owner lived in what was termed "style" in
Deadwood.
He breakfasted at eight, lunched at noon and dined at
six.
But he dia not have much of an appetite when he went to

dimler that day,

-

THE DEADWOOD DEN.
He went through the performance of eating, and then,
leaving the table, he lighted a cigar and strolled over to
the "den," as it was called by those acquainted ,,rith the
mysterious part of the shanty,
BJ.1ck Hoofer and Bill, his l)arcl, were there ye.t, and when
the mine owner walked into the shanty he felt much pleased
at finding them there.
\
The two villains had just finished eating the eYening meal
with Roel Hapgood and his mother.
"What's the matter, Mister Macklin?" asked the old
woman, as she fixed her shan> eyes upon him. " You look
as though somethin' is troublin' ver."
"Somethi~g is troubling me, Kate," was his reply. "I
want Buck to help me out right away."
"Well, yer kin bet that I'm ready ter do it, boss!" spoke
t~;;> the ruffian. "Just tell me what it is, an' I'll only be
too• glad ter do it!"
0
' W eill, I want you to go and pick a row with a certain
fellow, and then shoot him, so it will be called square. Do
you understand?"
"Yes, I understand. Who is ther galoot what yer want
done away with?"
·"His name is Young Wild West. You will find him at
the--"
He stopped short, for he noticed that Buck's face turned
very pale.
"Why, what is the matter with you?" he demanded,
sharply. "Don't you understand?"
·
"I understand all right, boss. But is it Young Wild West
yer want put out of ther way?"
"Yes."
"That can't be done by pic)tjn' a row with him. I tried
that as soon as he landed in Deadwood this afternoon, an'
he sorter took ther 'starch out of me.' We've already made
up our minds that Young Wild West an' his pards has
got ter be downed; but we've' got ter do it in some other
·way than pickin' a row with 'em. I s'pose yei· must have
heard that they've come here ter help Burton Parrott in his
fight ful' ther half a million?"
"What!"
"That's jest what's ther matter, boss," spoke up Bill.
"That galoot of a Lively Rick went an' sent for 'em, an'
~ey mean business. There ain't no one livin' that I would
be afraid to have after me more'n Young Wild West."
l\Iacklin shrugged his shoulders.
"The den," he remarked, nodding toward the floor.
"Yes, boss," answered Buc'.c
"There is pfenty room for half a dozen graves in the rear
of it."
"More'n that, I reckon."
•
"Burton Parrott must fill one."
"Jest exactly wha,t we was thinkin', boss."
"Ancl Young Wilcl West and his partners, they must <lie,
too."
"An' Lively Rick, too, boss!" exclaimed Bill. "He was
t-il1er means of fetchin' Young Wild West here ter fight
yer."
The mine owper nodded.
"It has got to be done," he 1oaid slowly, putting his
hands to his face and bending over. "It has got to be done,
and there must be no suspicion cast upon me."
"Oh, I reckon we kin fin'd ther way ter do it, all right,"
Buck hastened to say, "We'll manage ter git Young Wild
West ter come here, an' it won't be much trouble, either.
I'd jest like ter git a chance at him, when he ain't got no
shooter with him. My! But won't I make him suffer!"
"Let us go down and look at the den. I haven't been
there in some time now. I ha,d an idea when I had this
shanty built that the time might come when I would need
the place for something or other. You fellows have been
using it pretty well of late, and I suppose you have been
making money."
"Well, we've only got away with three galoots what had
more money than brains, in ther last month, boss," Rod
spoke up. "What we steal of the funds belongin' ter ther
minin' company would keep us all right. But when we
catch a galoot what's got plenty of money it's easy ter git
hinl drUI\k, an' then fetch him here. Once we git him here
it's all right. He jest disappears, an' no one's ther wiser."
"Well, I am not a partner in such work, you know."
"Of course yer ain't," answered Rod, quickly. "You've got
more of an income than yer know what ter do with, anyhow.
But we ain't fL"'{ed that way, We don't run a million dollar
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window. Then I saw the rest. What was it all about,
anyhow?"
"Oh, the sneaking coyote insulted me," replied Wild,
"Then he tried to pile it on a little harder, so I had to
get at him. He was pretty game at the start; but I soon
·
fixed him."
"I should say you did fix him! I never saw such shooting
in my life. Why, you hit the revolver he had in his hand
every time, didn't you?"
"Yes, I guess I did. But that was easy, though. See how
close I was."
The New Yorker shook his head.
"It is strange that you should get in a row with Neal
Macklin, isn't it?" he said, after a pause.
Wild cast a warning glance at"him.
He noticed that all those in the room were listening to
what was being said with no little interest.
Every man there kpew Macklin, and they also knew that
Parrott had come from the East to try to oust him from
the management of the Jewett Mine.
They were eager to hc-ar something bearing on the subject,
and when Parrott mentioned the name of Macklin they
waited to hear what would come.
But the young man understood the warning look our hero
gave him, and he went on by saying:
"He couldn't have ever heard of you, though he has been
in the West a ra.ther long- time. I tho1,1ght the most of the
people living in Deadwood either knew you, or had heard of
you, Wild."
"Well, I guess that fellow, whatever he is, will know me
the next t ime he meets me," answered the, boy, with a laugh.
"Oh, there is no doubt of that."
Parrott now set up the drinks for the crowd, and by that
time it was time for. impper.
When the bell rang our friet1d s went into the dining-room
as coolly as though nothing hacl happened to excite them
since their arrival in Deadwoocl.
It was not long afkr they had eaten their supper when
,
Lively Rick ca,1c back.
He was surprised to hear of tlie row they had with Neal
Macklin, but he only lookecl plcaised.
"That'll make him show his hand, maybe," he observ<'d ,
"an' it'll g-ive ycr a chance ter git around after him more,
without attractin' ther attention of outsiders. A good many
people here think Macklin is a sort of king, or somcthin' like '
that.'"
"I reckon he'll be a deuce afore we git through with Ilim,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin.
""That's right," and Rick grinned, too. "nut come on ovCL·
an' sec Nevada Kate, as she was called afore' I maLTiccl her.
She'll be mighty glad 'oo see ycr. Io. ther two years we've
been manied we've been movin' around quite a bit, an' she,
says that she ain't suited yet. Wile!; she wants tcr s<'e yer
an' try ter git yer ter put us on one of your ranches. She
says I'll never make anything minin', an' I tell he1· te1· jest
wait an' si:-e. After this here business is worked out. an' I
git my share of ther re-ward, 1'11 show Kate that I kin do
somethin' at minin'."
"And I will help you show her, nick," said Parrott, who
was much interested in what the honest, but unlucky, lcllow said.
"Is that right, Mr. Pai-rott ?" he ai'kecl.
CHAPTER VI.
"Yes. If I gain control 9f the Jewett Mine I will put you
WORK.
AT
START
FRIENDS
OUR
in tl;e highest J_)Osition you are capable of tnling. Then you
There was no doubt but that the majority of the miners "·on t have to risk what few dollars you have in an uncertain
and cowboys who hacf witnessed the trouble between Young venture."
"Good! Wait till Kate hears that. Say, Mr. :Parrott won't
Wild West and Neal Macklin now had a very good opinion
'
you go over to ther shanty with us?"
of the boy.
"Well, I have no objections, I am sure."
Though they all thought he had g-one a little too fa1· in
"Come on, then."
calling the mine owner such names, they could not help
'J1iey we:e, all ready to 11:0 out, so they went with him.
liking him for the way he had handled the man.
Lively Rick had been through a great deal in the past two
They followed him in the'hotel, and when he asked them
years of. his life, as he' had said.
to take something at his expense another cheer went up.
He had peen pretty well fixed once, but he lost what he
"That's all right, boys," said the young deadshot, coolly.
"Never mind yelling about it. I reckon you'll find out that had, and smce that time he had been knocking- around from
Neal Macklin is all that I said he was before we go away one thing to..-another, until finally he r.ad drifted to Deadfrom Deadwood. _ It doesn't go to say that because a man wood.
He was getting along pretty well just noY1, as far as an
is a wealthy mine owner he is strictly honest. I happen
to know something about the man which you do not. There honest working- man can, but his wife did not like that sort
of living.
is where the difference of opinion comes in."
She had been used to a ranch life, and that was what
Burton Pari·ott came in just then.
she wanted to return to.
He put out hi s hand and shook with our he1·0.
Our friends soon r<'ached the neat little whltcwasl1e<l
"You are a wonder!" he said. "I saw what you did out
in the road there. I heard the first shot and ran·to the shanty that Rick lived in.

mine, an' do things as we please. It ain't fur us ter do that,
y~r know."
"You have done pretty well since you have been in my
employ, I think," said Macklin, speaking a little sharply.
"I don't know of another foreman ill, Deadwood that is
making the money you are."
"That's 1·ight, boss. But I must be worth what I git, or
I wouldn't git it."
"Oh, there is no doubt about that. I am# just telling you
what I think, that's all."
The old woman listened to all this, her eyes flashing now
and then.
Suddenly she looked at the mine owner and exclaimed:
"I guess I have earned what I've had from you, too,
Neal Macklin."
"You certainly have, Kate," was the calm rejoinder. "But
you must remember that I saved you from being lynched
/
once."
"Stop!" she cried frantically. "Don't say any more. Vve
shouldn't bring up old things like that."
"I didn't want to bring up anything," and the villain
smiled, cruelly. "Your son knows it is true-you know
it is true. What's the use of making a fling at me 7 You
have what you want, and your son will be a very rich man
some day. You should be very well satisfied, I think."
Buck and Bill looked at the woman curiously.
It was evident that what they had just heard from the
lips of Macklin was ne,,;r to them.
But they soon turned their attention to Rod, who was
lighting a lantern, and acting as though he was in a hun-y
·
to get out of the room.
"Goin' down, Rod?" Buck asked.
"YeH," was the reply. "Come on, Boss Macklin."
"All right," replied Macklin, a peculidr smile on, his face.
"It will do me good to look upoI) the ground that is soon
to cover the bones of ou1· enemies."
Then the four men walked into the adjoining room of
the shanty, which was the kitchen.
The old woman was a neat housekeeper, whatever else
she may have been, for the kitchen was as clean as wax.
A piece of faded carpet lay in the centre of the room,
and, lifting this, Rod dug up an iron ring that was sunk
into one of the boards.
He lifted it and a trap door opened.
A flight of steps was disclosed, and when he saw them
Macklin smiled.
"Those steps were built under my supervision, boys,"
he said. "They lead to a place p.o one but those who are
now in this house know of."
"That's as sure as anything you ever said, Boss," Bill
.
spoke up.
"Of course none of you would ever think of letting any
one else know about the den," the mine owner went on,
with a smile. "It would hardly pay you to."
"I reckon evei')'body what has ever knowed there was
a den under this shanty, outside of ourselves, is de-ad,"
Duck observed.
Then the four scound1·els went down into what was a
very neatly arranged cellar-almost fit to live in.
This was what they called the Deadwood Den
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His wife and baby met them at the door.
The greetin g that Wild and his partne rs receive d was
one
of the old-fas hioned kind, straigh t from the heart.
Rick introdu ced Parrot t, whom she had never met,
and
when he told her what the owner of the bigges t ·half
Jewett Mine had promis ed him she shook her head. of the
"Rick don't want no job on a minin' busines s, Mr. Parrot
t,"
she said. "He ain't capable of earnin' money that
He's too dumb altoget her. What he wants is ter way.
ranch. He knows all about that kind of busines s. If yerrun a
want
ter do anythin g fur him after yer win out jest buy
somew here an' put him on it ter run it fur yer. a ranch
That's
ther way ter start him straigh t."
"By Jove," exclaim ed the New Yorker . "Rick, I guess
better half knows better what you are fitted for, afteryour
all
I think I'lt do as she sugges ts."
"All right. Anythi ng suits me," was the reply; and ·
the way he acted there was no doubt but that he meant by
it.
They spent nearly an hour •at the s4anty , for Rick's wife
wanted to know all about the girls, and she was
a J;?"reat
talker, anyhow .
When they left the shanty it was quite dark,
Wild decided that now was a good time to take a look so
and
try to find out someth ing of the workin gs of around
the Jewett

Mine1.

"Howe ver, they walked back to the hotel with Parrot t
before startin g out.
Wild advised him to stay right there, and not to go ve1-y
far from it at any time-n ot even to visit the mine he
owned
the bigges t part of.
"If they don't know it already they soon will know
you are putting up a differe nt fight from a legal one,"that
he
said. "So you had better not run any risk."
"You don't think my life would be in danger if Neal
Mackli n knew I had engage d you people to help me
out in
this case, do you?
"Yes, I do think that, seeing that you have asked
If Mackli n i.,s bad enough to rob you, he is bad enoughme.
to
hire some one to put you out of the way."
The New York man lookE"d uneasy .
"Don't go ter worryi n' about it," spoke
the scout.
"Jest keep a watch, an' don't let no one fool up
yer by sendin'
fur yer ter come somew here. Jest stay right around
ther
hotel."
"All right," was the reply. "I'll do just as you say.
you had better come to my room before you start in. I But
want
to give you a payme nt."
"Never mind the payme nt. That can wait until we ,
throug h. If Lively Rick needs any money you can give are
him
some," Wild answer ed.
"I don't want none to-nigh t," Rick; answer ed. "Jest wait
a while, Mister Parrot t. Don't be in any hurry about
that.'.'
"All right, then. I'll see you when you come back, Wild."
"Well, don't stay up too late. There is no telling
when we will come back. I mean to find out someth ing just
before I do come back, you know."
"So soon?"
"I hope so. We can't stay very long in Deadw
We have
, people waiting for us down in New Mexico. ood.
And I have a
horile there that will be getting restles s."
"All right. The sooner you accomp lish what you have
undertake n the better it will suit me. I'll wait until
eleven for
you, and if you are not back by that time I shall
and sleep the same as if I had nothin g to trouble me."turn in
"I hope you do," spoke up Jim Dart. "But I doubt if you
can."
·
"I'll try, anyhow ," was the laughin g rejoind er.
Wild and his partne rs started out in compa ny with Lively
Rick, and Parrot t lighted a cigar and took a
on the
little porch, where half a dozen guests of the seat
house we-re
sitting .
1•
He remain ed there until after ten, and then
btgan to
think that Young Wild West was not comingheback
very
soon.
J'us:t as he had made up his mind to go to his room
a
rough- looking man came up and entered the barroo
m.
"l've got a note fur a man named Parrot t," he
handin g it to the man· in charge . "I reckon he'd said,
better
answer it right away."
The New Yorker .heard the words and he promp
tened and rec~ive d the note. This is what he read: tly has"Come with the bearer at once,- Young Wild West.

THE DEADWOOD DEN.
CHAP TER VII.
WILD GETS ALONG NICELY .

Wild and ·hi s com"Ajlnions began makin g the rounds of
the
saloons and gambli ng places.
They wanted to find Buck Hoofer , if they possibl y could,
for they were pretty well convin ced that he was about
the
worst charac ter in Deadw ood.
That being the case, he was very apt to be
to do
the dirty work of those who did not want to hired
touch their
hands to it.
It took them a long time to make the rounds , for there
were a good many places to visit.
In some of them Wild met men he knew, and that
only
made a delay every time.
But after a while he struck a fellow he had once
befrended , and knowin g that ·he was not what might bE>
straigh t, he decided to try and learn someth ing fromcalled
him.
"Well, Dan," he said, after treatin g him, "are you still
in
the same old line?"
"I ain't done nothin ' worse than ter gamble with loaded
dice, an' like, since I seen yer last, Mr. West," he answer
ed.
You are sure of that, eh? You promis
me when I
saved you from getting your medici ne that edtime
that you
was going to quit foreve r."
"Well, I ain't never done no open stealin ' since that; an'
I
ain't never done murde r, anyhow ."
"Are you workin g?"
"Nclt jest now. I did have a job at ther bi.ir mine
over
ther hill, but I give it up last week."
"You gave it up, eh? How was that?"
"Well, I remem bered what I promis ed you that time."
"It was crooke d work that you were at. then?" he
observed.
"No; not what I was at. They hinted that they wanted
me
ter do some of that kind of work, though , an' then l
made
out that I was tired of the job an' left.
"What mine was it, did you say?"
"It was the Jewet t-ther bigges t mine right around here."
"Ahl Dan, I want to have a little t11-lk with you, where
no one but my friends can hear what we say. Just
take us
somew here, will you?
"I sartinl y will," was the retort. "I ain't furgot what
you
done fur me, an' I nevE>r will, neither !"
A few minute s later they left the saloon and went
to
Dan's hut, which was not very far from the railwa y
depot.
The man had marrie d since Wild had last met him,
he had been suppor ting his wifo princip ally by what and
he
made at crooke d gambli ng.
But there were so many of his kind to be found that there
was nothin g at all surpris ing about it.
The man's wife was not at home, he said, as she had
gone
to call on her mother , and he was to go and fetch
her home
at eleven o'clock.
"Yer kin talk all yer want ter in he1;e," Dan assured them,
as he closed the door and invited them to seats.
He had, of course, lighted the lamp as he entered .
"Well, Dan," our hero began, "I want you to tell me what
sort of a man Neal Mackli n is."
"I don't know nothin ' about Mackli n," was the reply.
"I
never spoke to him in my life. I had dealin' s with
his foreme n, a felle-r named Roel Hapgo od, who lives aone of
little
way back from here. Rod is a very clever rascal,
as you
would say if yer knowe d him as well as I do."
"Is he? What did he want you to do that made you
quit
the job?"
"He wanted meter steal from ther compa ny."
"Is that so ? "
"Yes, an' I didn't want ter do it."
"What did he want you to ste!l ?"
"Ten ounces of go1d every night, an' ter leave it at
his
shanty ."
"I see. And you couldn 't see it that way, eh?" Wild
said,
smiling at him.
'
"Well, he offered ter pay me good fur it."
"He could afford to pay you good."
"Well he didn't git me inter any kind of a game like
that.
I may h~ve been a thief once, but I ain't now, Mr. West."
"I am glad to hear that, Dan." .
"I wouldn 't do what Buck Hoofer would do, an' I told
bim so,"
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"Buck Hoofer, eh? Did he help steal from the mine'?"
"Well; I don't want t er git in any trouble, 'cau se Buck's
an awful 'bad man ter have ag'in yer, but I do know
that
he's been helpin' steal from ther mine this good
an' that he takes ther stuff ter ther shant y of Rod while,
good. ~e':; got a panl what's named Mill~ an' he GveS Haptner
same thmg. But what puzzles me about it is that
Macklin seems te1· think such a lot of Buck and Bill.r.:Ilster
I've
often seen him talkin' an' laughin ' with 'em."
"Is that so? Did you ever see him talking and laughin g
with Hapgoo d?"
, "Oh, yes. An' he goes to ther shanty putty often, too.
'Ihey do say as how he got Rod's mother out of a scrape
once. But it's funny why a man would steal from
man
what got his own mother out of a bad scrape thougha ain't
it?"
,
'
"Well, maybe Rod isn't stealing from Macklin , Dan."
"What else is he doin' ?" and· the man looked surprise d.
"There is some one who owns a bigger share in that mine
than Macklin does, I reckon. "
"That's only talk, though. That's what Rod says."
"Well, I happen to know that it is a fact. If there is
much stealing done from th~ compan y you can bet that
Macklin don't lose anythin g by it."
"By graciou s! I never though t that way afore. Maybe
ther galoot knows that ther stealin' is goin' on."
"I would be willing to bet a hundred that he does."
"He must be a putty foxy sort of a man, then, or he
wouldn 't run things that way."
. "Oh, Neal Macklin is pretty foxy, alt right. But where
did you say the shanty of the Hapgoo ds is'!"
It's right back here-n ot more'n five minutes ' walk."
Wild looked at his watch.
"It's a quarter after ten, Dan," he said. "How far have
you got to go to get your wife?"
"It's about two miles from here."
"Well, you had better go, then. Where can I find you tomorrow morning , in case I want you?"
"I'll be right here till noon. There ain't nothin' much goin'
on mornin 's, yer know."
"All righ~. I guess we'll go now. Don't say
g
a~out us gomg toward the Hapgoo d shanty, not evenanythin
your
,wife. We have some private busines s that you wilt tounderstand later on. Good night, Dan."
"Good night! I won't breathe a word. I wouldn 't have
Buck ter know I'd been talkin' about him, either."
"He will never know it from us."
Again bidding him good night, they left the shanty and
started in the directio n he had pointed out.
Wild conside red that he had got a very good start in the
game he was playing .
The fact that Buels:' Hoofer was on such friendly terms with
Macklin , and that he was engaged in stealing from the company, was surely a clue to work on. .
The four walked leisurel y toward the shanty on the hill.
Rick knew just where it was, but he had said nothing while
Wild was questio ning the man called Dan.
Wild now asked him if he had ever heard that there was
anythin g wrong with the shanty.
"No," Rick replied. "I never heard anythin like that.
I've heard that Buck Hoofer visits it a good deal,g though.
"
"Well, we want to get up close to it and find out whethe
r
he is there now."
Wild was sorry he had brough t Rick with them, for he was
not much of a scout, and he was apt to be wanting if they
had any hiding to do.
But it was through him t;hat they came to Deadwo od, so
they had to make the best of it ..
Anyhow , Rick knew the way, and when he said he could
take them right to the shanty without giving any one
a chance to see them, our hero nodded for him to do so.there
It did not take him so very long to do it, either, and once
there our hero bade the rest to lie low in the bushes while
he made a ci1·cle of the shanty.
Charlie and Jim were always willing to. do just as the boy
said and when Rick saw that they were satisfied
to stay_
ther~ he settled down with them behind a big clump
of
bush~s that was at the edge of a bank, not more than fifty
ya1·ds from the east end of the shanty.
Wild went on around to the back of the house, but the windows were covered and he could not see inside.
When he got to the other end he suddenl y heard footstep s
aooroac hing- the front of the shanty,
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He quickly moved a;ound so he could see.
;There was a big l'oc)< right near the corner of the building ,
and when he got behind . this he could look around
'of the building and have ·a good chance to watch. the corner
The next minute he saw two men approac hing the, shanty.
The stars gave light enough for him to observe them
quite distinct ly, and when he found that he knew both
of
them he gave a start.
One was the partner of Buck Hoofer and the other was
Burton Parrott !
The young deadsho t did not know what to make of it.
But he quickly recover ed himself and decided on a plan
of action.
.
"The tenderf oot is being led into a trap," he muttere d under his breath. "Well, he shall go right on in, and I'll
be
there, too!"

CHAPT ER VIII.
HOW PARROTT WAS TRAPPED.

;Burton Parrott never once thought that the note might
a trick on the part of his enemy. He forgot what Cheyenbe
ne
Charlie had told him, entirely , and, without a momen t's hesitation, he turned to the man and said:
"AU right. I will go with you right away."
"Come on, then, boss," answere d the villain, who was Bill,
the partner of Buck Hoofer. "I reckon it's putty importa nt
that yer git there quick. I don't know jest what's wanted
of
yer, but there's a deal of some kind on foot, I think."
There was no one in the hotel, or around it, who saw the
New Yorker walk away with the man, and though t anythin g
strange about it.
The fact was that Bill had volunte ered to lure Parrott to
the "Den," while Macklin , Buck and ;Rod waited' there.
The four villains had talked it over and over, and then
Bill had started out on his mission .
When he found that Youn,ir Wild West was making the
rounds of the town, and that the tenderf oot mine owner was
at the hotel, it was easy for him to conjure up the plan to
·write a note and sign the name of Young Wild West to it.
And he was not afraid to deliver it, so long- as our hero
and his partner s were not there.
To say that Bill was elated when he started for the
good shanty in compan y of the intende d victim would beHapputting it mildly.
He .was delight ed-so much so that he felt like kicking his
heels togethe r and shoutin g.
He realty began to think he was of far more importa nce
than Buck was.
Had it not been he who had made the discove ry that Lively
Rick had agreed to get some one to help Burton Parrott
in
his. fight?
"I reckon I'm about ther brains of the Den gang, all right,"
he thought , as he hurried along for the shanty, with the New
Yorker at his side.
. As the reii.der knows, the distance was not so very far from
the hotel, and they quickly neared it.
"Who is with Young Wild West?" Parrott asked,
he
was informe d that the young deadsho t was in the bigwhen
shanty
waiting for him.
''His two pards an' Lively Rick, an' some galoot what
they've got tied up," was the reply. "I reckon they didn't
know that I seen they had a galoot tied. They've took him
a prisone r, I guess."
Barrott swallow ed the lie as easily as a bird swallow s a
worm.
Then he went straigh t into the trap that had been set for
him.
Bill opened the door of the shanty and ushered his companion in.
"They'r e in ther next 1·oom," he said,,sp eaking in a rather
low tone, as though there was some sort of· a mystery
about
it all. "Go right on in. I ain't s'posed ter go any further.
I'm only a messen ger in ther case."
Burton Parrot unhesit atingly stepped into the kitehen of·
ther shanty.
·
There was no li"'ht there, but he expecte d to find 0ur hero
and his friends there, so he never thought anyt>in
g was
wrong yet.
.
But the next instant it came to him very forciblY
.
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'l'wo pairs of hands seized him and pulled him forward,
while at the same time a gag was thrust in his mouth.
Pal'.!_ott uttered a gasping cry, and then he was bound by a
rope and dropped down the opening in the kitchen floor.
It was not a very gentle drop he got, either, for he landed
sprawling on a loose board floor and received a good shaking
up.
With liis hands pinned to his sides with the 1·ope that had
been draW'n tightly about him, and his mouth covered by a
piece of bagging that was strapped securely thel'e, the New
Yorker was in anything but a desirable position.
When he looked around him, too astonished and frig:htened
to speak, he beheld a man standing over him with a lantern
in his hand.
It was his partner in the ownership of the Jewett Mine!
"How are you, Parrott?" said the yillain, jeeringly. "You
have at last deigned to call on me, so we can talk matters
over, have you? I am more than glad to see you here 1n the
Deadwood · Den."
"You here!" he gasped, as some one behind him pulled
the gag from his mouth, allowing him the use of his tongue.
• "Not so loud, ·you tenderfoot galoot!" said a voice, and then
a revolver was thrust against the captive's head'.
Parrott instantly i-elapsed into silence.
"Yes, I am here," answered Macklin, coldly. "Never mind,
Buck. He knows he will be instantly killed if he goes to yelling, I guess. If he didn't know it before, he does now.
Fetch him over and we'll take him in.to the den proper."
Bill dropped gently from above just then and the trap dooiwas closed.·
_ 'fhen he assisted Rod Hapgood to raise the frightened prisoner to his feet.
.
"Whei-e-where is Young Wild ·west?" stammered Pari-ott. "He sent for me, didn't he?"
"Yes, he sent fur yer all right," replied Bill, with a chuckle.
"Boss, I worked a blame nice game, didn't I? I ,jest found
that Young Wild West an' his pards wasn't at ther hotel,
an' then I writes a note an' signs Young Wild W est'i, name
ter it. I delivered it myself, an' ther tenqerfoot comes right
along with me, like a little lamb to ther slaughter."
"A very clever ruse, Bill," said the villainous mine owner.
"I shall remember you for this."
"Thank yer, boss. I knowed yer would 'preciate it."
Buck shrugged his shoulders.
"Seems ter me that you're gettin'· mighty clever, alI of a
sudden, pard," he remarked to Bill.
"Well, a galoot ought ter use his brains once in a while eh
Rod?''
' '
"That's right," Hapgood retorted.
Panott -was now conducted to a door in the cellar, which
when open disclosed a fairly well-futnished apartment about
twelve feet square.
There was a square oaken table in the center, with four
chairs around it.
·
On all sides of the room was a double row of shelving,
which were packed with bars of smelted gold.
Here was the place where the thieves brought their p!under that was stolen from the mine, and which, when turned
into money, came deliberately out of Burton Parrott's share,
of the pl'Ofi.ts.
No accounting was given for this at all.
Every day the pile was added to until Macklin got a chance
to dispose of it, an,d then he would reap a harvest, while
Rod and the other two thieves would get an extra dividend.
Parrott was too much frightened to take in much that was
to be seen.
'
He could hardly take his eyes from his villainous partner.
"Sit down!" he said.
The New Yo1·ker obeyed.
"So you got it in your head that I was running things
crooked, did you?" he said, sarcastically.
"YeR. I thought you were," came the i·eply.
"And you hired a couple of lawyers to look after your intN·est, did you ? "
.
"You know all about that, I suppose."
Panott was itetting a little accustomed to it now, and he
was becoming mo1e composed.
Never once di,l it enter his head that it was the intention
of the four villains to never allow him to leave the den alive.
If he had he might have become terror-stricken.
"When the lawyers could not discover anything that would
be the means of ousting me, you had to go and hire a sneak
called Lively Rick to find out something about me," resumed
the -villainous mine owner. "And this Lively Rick was afraid

to tackle the job, so he sends for the young -fellow, who has
a wide reputation of putting down crime. You then got
Young Wild West in the game, didn't you?"
"See here, Neal Macklin," !Jil,id Parrott, showing a little
spirit. "I think this is going a little too far. lf you want
to compromise I am willing to do it. I don't want any trouble with you. I didn't believe you were this kind of a man, even if I was sure that you were swindling me right along.
Now, then, make a pl'oposition, and if it suits me I will agree
to it."
. "~a! ha! ?a! That sounds good, don't it, boys? Why·
d1dn t you thmk of that before you got Young Wild West and
his partners in the game, Parrott? It is too late to compromise now."
"Too late? What do you mean?"
"Just what I say. No· one outside of us four men and one
woman ever entered this cellar and left it again! You will
never leave the Deadwood Den alive,. Burton Parrott! You
will never leave it dead, either, for you will be buried under
the boards you dropped upon when you were thrown through
the trap door!"
The New Yorker turned g;hastly pale.
"You are trying to frighten me, Neal Macklin," he sai~,
doing his best to appear com'Posed.
"Well, if I am I am succeeding quite well. for you are now
about ready to collapse. But let me tell you that I mean
exactly what I say. You are going to die right here! And,
more than that, Young Wild West and his partners, and the
fool called Lively Rick are going to get the same dose! There
is no possible,,,ehance for them. They will be lured here similar to the way you were."
"I reckon we won't be lured here, you sneaking coyote!"
The words rang out from the doorway, clear and distinc;t.
Turning, the startled villains and their prisoner beheld
Young· Wild West standing in the doorway of the Deadwood
Den, a revolver in either hand!
CHAPTER IX.
WILD MEETS WITH GREAT SUCCESS AND THlJN--

N eal Macklin was fully as much astonished when he beheld the daring young deadshot standing at the door as Burton Parrott had been when he was seized by the villains and
made a prisone~._
There was a calm smile on the face of our hero as he- covered the men with his revolver.
It was a daring thing for him to do, but he had followed
Bill and the New Yoi-ker right into the shanty.
And when he heard the villain tell the unsuspecting New
Yorker to go into the next 1·oom he got ready for business.
He heard the waiting scoundrels pounce upon the m:.\n and '
make him a p1·isoner, but he did not act just then, because
he could see that it was dark in ihe room, and he could not
shoot.
·
He simply stepped into the kitchen of the house just as
ijill dropped through into the cellar.
The faint light from the lantern below permitted him io
see the act, and as the trap door was dosed by some one in
the room he drew behind the door and waited.
The rustle of a dress told him that it had been a female who
closed the trap, and when he saw an old woman go out into
the other room, where there was a lamp burning, l'le gave a
nod of satisfaction.
•
He waited until she sat do,\rn at the table, and then he
stole to the spot where the trap door was, '!:iullecl the carpet
aside and then placed his ear to the floor.
·
He could hear voices faintly, and then one that was a little
louder than the rest said:
"Fetch him over ~nd we'll ·take him to the den prope.r."
"Ah," thought Wild. "So I have struck a den,. have I?
Well, I am going to take the chances of going down there.
I shoulcln't have allowed them to get the tenderfoot clown .
there; but I cpuldn't help it, for if it had come to a fight '
Parrott might have got hurt in the dark. ·ru just risk lifting the trap door, I reckon."
·
.
No sooner thought of than he raised it gently a few inches.
He was just in time to catch the gleam of a receding lig·ht,
and then he lrnew his chances of getting down without being discovered were good.
Waiting until the light had disappeared entirely, he lifted
the trap and then swung himself downward.
' He knew Bill had dropped down, and if he could do it, so
could Wild.
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"Wen, Mr. Macklin, I suppose you feel pretty good over :it,
Much to his satisfaction, the drop was not more than a
foot, and he landed so lightly that hardly any noise was don't you?" he said, after a short silence.
"I certainly do, Young Wild West," was the reply.
made.
The villain was trying to keep cool, but he hated the boy
The daring boy waited a full minute, and then he struck a
so much for the way he had been treated that Jae could hardly
match.
.
there.
Holding it in his hand, he, made his way s~f~ly across the keep from shooting him then and nature
about Macltlm, and
But there was a certain cruel
cellar until he reached a door in a board partition.
Voices came from the othe1· side, so he allowed the match this is probably what saved Young Wild West from :inst3:nt
. death.
..
to g;o out and listened.
The villainous mine owner liked to gloat over an enemy
his
_heard
he
when
and
said,
was
that
all
nearly
heard
Wild
.
.
he knew he had him in his power.
when
go
to
time
about
it
thought
he
Macklin
by
doom pronounced
"You had your turn this af~ernoon;_ I am hav_mg mme
in.
he said, keepmg clown his temper
. ,,, now, Young ,vild West,"
.
And he did come in, as 11as been told.
.
. .
.
effort.
g-reat
a
by
di~.
will
_weapon
''The first galoot who lays his I;an~ on a
the ,yay you are getting- your satisfaction
is
this
if
"Well,
bchmd
get
to
trymg
Wild exclaimed, as he saw the villams
you will have to admit that it is a very cowardly way. You
one another to be out of range.
had a show this afternoon, but I have none just now. A felBut there was something he had not figured on.
can't :light when his hands are tied."
low
through
The1;e was a woman upstairs when he came down
don't want you to do any fighting-, you young hound!
"I
the trap door.
what you could do :in that line when you had ~he
showed
You
Just as he thought he had the four scoundrels dead to chance. You bester! me, and clicl it easily. No,v I ~m g-omg
.
rights a startlin~ thing happened.
to get square. You probably heard j~st ~what I _said ?efore
A club struck him on the shoulder from behind and he fell you i11truded. If you did you know Just what 1s gomg to
to the floor!
happen to you. If you did not hear I will tell You over
"Catch him, Rod!" cried old Kate Hapgood, as she leaped again"
1
·
into the room.
"I heard all about it, Macklin-you mean to kill me!"
Rod had stood as t~ugh he. had become rooted to the
)'I certainly mean to have you killed, and before my very
floor, but when he heard the voice of his mot.her he leaped eyes at that! I want to be sure that you are dead, you
to obey her.
.
know."
He had Wild bv the arms before he could recover from
"I see. You are a brave man, indeed. You mean to kill
the effects of the blow he had received.
• .
Parrott, too, so you said."
Then the others sprang to Rod's assistance. and in a twink"Oh, yes. The quicker he is out of the w~v. the better 1t
ling, our he1·0 was disa1·med and overpowered.
will be. His mining 'stock will be assessed mrht away a~ter
'·How's that Neal Macklin?" cried the old woman, her eyes he is gone, and his heini will ~ave_ a ~ne ol? time a-ettmg
jest
open
glistening witi1 pride. "I seen ther trap door was
things straightened out. Possession 1s rune pomts of the law,
now an' when I went ih ther kitchen an' looked down I seen you know, an<l I have got the possession of the nine."
his
in
that' boy sneakin' here to ther door with a lighted match
"I know all about that. But when it is proved that you
hand. I knowed he was a stranger when I seen his long hair, are a genuine crook you won't have possession very long."
an' then I made up my mind ter nail him. I dropped down,
'
"Who is going to prove that?"
ther same as ther rest of ycr did when -yer come in, an' I
,,
"I will!"
nailed .him, all right!"
"Oh, no. Dead men can tell no tales; neither can boys.
"You certainly did, Kate," Macklin retorted, breathing a
"That's so. I forgot that I had to die."
sigh of relief. i,I thought it was all up with us jus~ bejore
boy spoke in such a cool and easy way that the three
The
you put in an appearance. You have done a gre:tt thmg, and villains stared at him, in spite of themselves.
I will reward you for it. You have caught Young Wild We-st,
And there was something like admiration in the look that
the worst·foe we have got in the world! Just look at him! Bill bestowed upon the boy.
.
He is· only a boy, but yet he is the most dangerous fellow
"Say boss!" he exclaimed. "He's a whole lot different
I know of at this minute."
from ther other galoot, ain't he?" Bill · remarked. .
"He ain't very dange'rous jest now, I guess," retorted the
"Yes. But he'll squeal just the same :"hen th? time comes.
lips.
her
about
playing
smile
old hag, a fiendish
He's had so many lucky escapes he thmks he 11 get out of
be.
would
he
free
was
he
"No; not just now. But if
this place alive! Now, since you were so clever as to g-ct
Things are working nicely now. We have g-ot Young Wild Parrott here, just go and sec what you. can r\> about irctpartboy's
the
get
to
Now
West, and we have got Parr6tt.
tin"" Young Wilcl West's two pards and Lively Rick. I g-uess
ners and Lively Rick. Then we will have the whole bunch." we "will hold them prisoners her~. anrl fix all fiyc of them at
fur
waitin'
"Maybe ther youn~ galoot's pards is outside,
the same time. Buck and Roel will dig a g-rave for them all
him," suggested Buck Hoofer, shrugging his shoulders and !)ctwccn now and morning."
lookinJt toward the door.
"That's sol Rod, you had better g-ct upstairs and guard
the door of the shanty."
'I guess that's right," Rod replied. "Come 011, mother."
CH.APTER X.
The two hastily left the room.
"Bill, you go along- after them, anrl i r everything- ts all
WILD'S FRIENDS ARE PUZZJ,ED AND WORRIED.
rig-ht, come back and let us know. It won't do for me to leave
here very soon now. V./e are in the den, and if we. have g-ot
Neal Macklin ordered Buck and Bill to place the two cap-to stay here a while in order to accomplish our purpose I .am
tivcs in a corner an<l tic them to rings that were in the floor
satisfied to do it."
Bill seemed only too glad to v:o after the mothrr and son. there.
"Don't let thrm bE' so they can reach e>ach other," he ad~ed.
He was gone fully ten minutes, durin:r which time Wild
I "lt won't do to gi\·c that boy the least chance. ITc m1g-ht
was securely tied anrl placed in a chair bei;i<lc P&nott..l
c-how the rope from PanotL's han<l:-1. He mm,t be fixed so
· T11e latkr named prisoner was very much clekcted.
To look at him one would think that he had g-ivcn up all thcr!' is no chancP wl1atovcr for him to gPt loosl'."
"I rrckon hP'll nevf'r git loose, boss ," ans,wcrcd Durk. "T
l1one~.
.
.
that."
But Young Wil<l Wf'st was as cool as though it was noth- know too much about tyin' a knot
"All right. I'll leave it to you, thrn. On" thm:r ;.i_ho~1t ii.
ing more than a farrr..
The blow ih<' ·woman lia<l v:iven him had n'oi hurt mucl1, thcrl" is only on<' ).Vay to r:<'t ont of th" <ll"n, anc_l that 1s by
the w:1v h" ram<' in. He roulcl n<'vcr get up,ata1rs m;icl out,
though it had floo1wl him.
The club stmck his shoulder aTI<! glanrC'<l off without doing C'\'Cn if h<' 1,';0t his hands fre<'."
So saying, the Yillain walked out of the room ancl ma<lc J1is
'
much injury, save a slight bruise.
It hail taken a woman to g-rt the hest of him, ancl hC' cli<l wav across. the rrllar, unclrr the tran door.
When he got there he coul<l hear loud voices above.
not feel so sore over it as if he ha<l been caug-ht napping- by
Then he knew that Young- Wild WC',;t's :friends must be
a man.
,,
.
.
This was because he knew thc ·woman was upstairs in the th<'re.
"Oh, if Roel all(] his mother can only get them clown here!
shanty when he came down.
hi'! thou!!ht.
The hov blamed himself for what had h~tnocncd,.

fur
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He listened, and for .fully ten minutes he could hear the
footsteps of more than one person going about the shanty,
But no one came to open the trap door.
It was painful to the villain to wait that way, but there
was a sort of fascination about it, at the same time.
Finally the noise ceased, and then he concluded that they
had gone away.
A little later the voice of the old woman was heard raised
in an old-fashioned hymn.
"What in the world is Kate singing for?" he asked himself. "Is it to let me know that the coast is clear? I wonder if I dare to venture out? I don't want to put an end
to the two we have got until we get them all. Somehow. I
feel as though it won't be safe to do it. If I do, and the
others should find out about it, it will be all up with me.
No, they must all die at one time."
The more he thought over it the more he felt that he must
Wait,
I
But the villain was itching to get out of the den.
He was 1·elieved greatly a few minutes later, for Rod
opened the trap door and called out, softly:
"Hello, Mr. Macklin!"
"Hello, Rod!" was the reply. "Is the coast clear?"
"Yes. You can come up, if you want to."
"I do want to."
"Well, lift the ladder in place and come. I sent Young
Wild West's partners a,vay on a fool's errand."
Macklin found the ladder and was soon upon ,the floor
above.
"Did they come here looking for Young Wild West?" he
aslied, in a hoarse whisper.
"Yes. They didn't exactly think he was in here, but they
sea1·ched the shanty ove1:, though. Didn't think of lookin'
fur a cellar, of course. Ha! ha! ha!"
"Sh! Not so loud, Rod!"
The villainous mine owner was certainly very nervous.
"Oh, it is all right. When are you going to put the two
prisoners out of the way?"
"Not until we get hold of the rest. We will make one job
of it. It might be bad work if we were to kill the two, and
then the others should escape us and 'find out that we did it.
I have decided that it is best to wait. It is a very ticklish
thing to do, you know."
"Yes. There ain't no doubt about that, boss."
"How did you manage to get rid of them?"
"Well, it was mother what done it, I reckon. She told 'em
that Buck an' Bill was here, an' that they went out about
half an hour ago. That made ther galoots think that Young
Wild West must have follored 'em, I s'pose. That's what one
of 'em said must be ther case, so after they'd made a thorough search of ther shanty, an' found notli.in' that looked
anything like ther boy they wanted, they left."
"But did they really leave the premises?"
"Yes. I know they did, 'cause I follered 'em quite ·a distance. They went to ther hotel. Of course, they'll be back
ag'in, most likely, so now is ther chance fur you ter light
out, if yer want ter. It wouldn't be well ter have 'em find
you here, yer know."
Macklin was eager to get away.
It was a rather warm night, but he buttoned his coat
tightly about him, and, bidding the Hapgoods good night, he
left the shanty, declaring that he might call in the morning,
if things were in a shape to permit him.
"Don't do anything until I see you," were his parting
words.
Meanwhile let us see what Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Da1t and
Lively Rick were up to.
T.t so happened that they had not seen Bill and Parrott as
they came to the shanty, though they heard them.
Knowing that Wild must surely be near enough to see
them, and having been told by him to stay where they were,
they did not move.
But when they found that the boy was not coming back
they began to grow uneasy.
. After a while Charlie went to look for him.
He failed to find anything of him outside the shanty, so
J,,. w~t J:,1:v.:k to his waiting companions and reported.
Then they decided that Wild must have been trapped in
some way, and they all made for the shanty.
A knock brought the old woman to the door, and then it
was that they went inside.
But Rod Hapgood and his mother appeared so innocent
that after a search of the shanty had been made they believed what they told them,
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"Well," said the scout, as they left the premises, "if them
two measly coyotes was here, an' they left when ther old
woman says they did, Wild must have gone after 'em. He
couldn't have had time ter let u~ know what he was up to,
though it's funny why he didn't, too. We'll go on back to
ther hotel an' see if he's there."
This they did, and when they arrived and found that Wild
had not been there since he left with them they were more
puzzled than ever.
·
"Where's Mr. Parrott?" asked the bartender, to whom the
note had been given by Bill.
"Why, isn't he here?" queried Jim, giving a start.
"No. Didn't you folks send fur him about half-past ten?"
Jim and the scout exchanged glances.
They both knew that something was decidedly wrong.
"No one sent for Mr. Pa1Tott, to our knowledge," answered
Dart.
"Well, somebody 'sent fur him, fur Buck Hoofer's pard,
Bill, come here with a. note, an' then Parrott went away
with him in a hurry."
"Thunder !" exclaimed Lively Rick, looking dejected, all
of a sudden. "Things is beginnin' ter work ag'in us, I
reckon."
The bartender looked at them in a puzzled way.
He had no idea what it all meant.
The three now went outside.
,
It was midnight now, but the shloons were going in full
blast and peals of laughter and bursts of ribald song came
from them.·
But they scarcely heard these sounds.
"I promised Kate I would be in by twelve o'clock," said
Lively Rick, shrugging his shoulders. "I'll have ter go home
an' tell her, so's I kin come out ag'in an' help find ·wild
an' Mister Parrott."
"All right," answered Charlie. "You jest meet us up by
that shanty. That's where we seen ..Wild last, an' that's
where we've got tei' look fur him. If yer see anything of .•
Buck Hoofer an' his pard jest let us know when ycr come."
Rick set out, and then Charlie and Jim retraced their
steps to the vicinity of the shanty.
They took up positions where they could watch the door
this time.
They had not been there very long when the door opened
and two men came out.
"Good night!" the old woman said to them, as she stood in
the doorway. "It's a shame that yer had ter come all ther
way back. Rod ought· ter have thought about payin' yer
when yer was here afore."
When the scout and Dart heard this they thought the two
men really had taken their departure from the shanty when
the old woman said they did, and that they had come back
again.
But they did not know what a-clever old woman Kate Hapgood was.
She had an idea that some one was watching the shanty
at that moment, and that was why she spoke as she did.
The fact was that Buck and Bill had left Wild and Parrott in the den, with Rod to guard them, and they were going
to their homes.
The old woman closed and barred the door, and then, a
little latei·, the li ght went out.
· "Gone ter bed," said the scout, in a whisper.
"Yes, I guess so," answered Jim.
They were at a loss just what to do. ·
But they decided to wait until Rick came.
After what seemed to be a long time, they saw a man
moving through the bushes towa1·d them.
It was Rick, and they knew it right away.
Charlie gave the hoot of an owl.
It was answered right away.
Then Lively Rick came to where they were waiting.
"Any luck?" he asked, in a whisper.
"No," replied the scout. "Have you had any?"
"Nope! _I seen Buck Hoofer an' his pard go in ther Casino
a little whlle ago, though. But Wild ain't nowhere in town,
as fur as I kin find out; an' neither is Mister Pan-ott."
"Well, there is only one thing about it. then," declared the
scout, solemnly. "Wild is somewhere in that shanty! Boys,
we've got ter git him out, if we have ter knock ther blamed
old buildin' down!"
"That's jest what's ther matter!" exclaimed Rick, clenching his fists.
At that moment the door of the shanty opened and Young
Wild West stepped out!
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CHAPTER XI.
HOW WILD MADE HIS ESCAPE,

Young Wild West had not worried very much after he saw

N ea! Macklin leave the den.

He could not help thinking that so.nething would tum up
in his favpr, and he took things very coolly.
But Burton Parrott was entireiy new to that kind of treatment, so he was dejected and almost quaking with fear.
But after Buck and Bill left, and Roel came down to guard
them, he became a little more cheerful.
Rod was going to sleep there, 1·ig-ht in the room with them.
He ·was a very careful villain, was Rod Hapgood, and he
had made up his mind that the prisoners should never escape
from the Deadwood Den while he, had charge of them.
· But strange things happen.
Roel did not have any idea that by his staying there he
was going to give them the chance to escape.
But such proved to be the case. as v.rill be seen.
The villain fixed up a bed on the shelving directly above
where the two prisoners were tied, near the corner of the
room.
"1'11 hear ther least move yer make, so you'd better not
try ter git away," he said, as he prepared to go asleep.
"I reckon we don't stand much of a chance to get away,"
Wild answered. "What do you think we are, anyhow? If
you had the least drop of a man's blood in you, you would
set us free."
"Well, I'll never do that, so don't talk about it, Young
Wild West. I'm sleepy, an' I want ter go ter sleep."
Wild had merely talked th.:..t way to mislead the scoundrel,
anyhov.
The light in the 1·oom was tumed down low and then Rod
laid down and soon went to sleep.
Not until he began to snore did Young Wild West make
a move, to do anything.
"You 1·emain perfectly still, and don't you be surprised at
anything I do," he said to Pan-ott. "I want to get out of
here, and so do you."
"Oh, yes!" came the reply.
"Well, keep perfectly quiet, then. Do you understand?"
Parrott nodded.
Rod was snoring- a regular tune now.
He had been very sleepy, since he had been up the best
part of the previous night, and had slept none during the
day.
He made a poor sort of a watchman.
But probably he thought his nearness to the prisoners
would surely make them remain still.
As has been stated, the captives could not get close enough:
to touch each other.
The rope that was around thefr waists and tied to the ring
in the side of the room would not permit it.
But they could rise to their feet if they felt so disposed.
This Wild did now.
Ile was so close to the sleeping Rod when he did this that
he could have leaned 0-Ver and touched him.
What he wanted to do was to get hold of his knife with
·
his teeth.
The knife was in a sheath that was buckled to the belt of
the sleeping man, and it had occurred to Wild that if he
could get the hilt of it in his teeth he might be able to cut
himself loose.
If he could but get the rope that was attached to the ring
cut he could move over and release Parrott quite easily, providing, of course, he got the knife in his mouth.
Wild bent over the sleeping man.
Slowly he let his head drop until his mouth touched the hilt
of the knife.
He opened his mouth and got a good grip on it with his
te2th and then pulled it from tJ1e sheath.
It was done!
Rod slept on as though it would take a cannon to awaken
him.
Young Wild West slowly got back to a sitting posture on
the floor.
The New Yorker watched him with wide-opened eyes.
He could scarcely unrlerstand it all.
But a minute later, when he saw the boy work the rope
that held him to the ring over his kne~ and bend the lmee till
it became taut, he had a vague idea that he meant to make
·
the knife cut the rope.
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And this is just what Wild did. • .
~ith the rope taut it was easy for him to lean over and
brmg the sharp edge of the blade in contact with it.
But it required some sawing in order to · sever the rope,
and as the hilt of the knife was of bone, it was not pleasant
to hold it between the teeth that way.
But discomforts were not to be thought of in a case of tha~
·
•
kind.
Young Wild West worked away, and in about a minute he
had the satisfaction of seeing the rope part.
Then he gave a nod to his helpless companion and calmly
moved over to him.
"Just give me a good show at the rope that holds your
hands behind you," he whispe1·ed.
Parrott's eyes were dancing with joy now.
He quickly got himself in position to be released.
It was easier to cut the rope that bound his hands together than it had been to sever the other rope, and Wild
made a quick job of it.
The moment the New Yorker's hands were free he took
the knife.
He knew just what to do, and he did it quickly and well.
He got Wild clear of all ropes in a jiffy, and then cut the
rope that held him to the i-ing.
Our hero was just as cool as a November morning, but
Parrott's heart was beating- like a triphammer.
The young deadshot calmly took the brace of revolvers
that the sleeping Rod had.
One he gave to Parrott anrl the other he kept.
Then he stepped lightly over to a chair where his own
weapons lay, along with his hat.
He soon had them all where they belonged, including the
hat.
"Now, Burt," said he, coolly, "I reckon we'll wake the
watchman."
"What are you going to do?" asked Parrott, showing irreat
surpi-ise.
"I am going to take Rod, as they call him, away from
,
here and lock him . up."
"Oh!"
"And if we can only get out of here without the old woman
knowing of it our disappearance will be a sort of mystery."
"Yes, that's right. Just tell me what you want me to do,
•
and I'll do it, Wild."
"Well, suppose you look around the cellar and see what you
can find. Take that lantern there and light it."
Burt lost no time in lighting the lantern.
Then he opened the door and went around the cellar.
Whether it was by instinct or luck, it cannot be said, but
he came upon a spot where there was a hole slowly forming
right close to the partition.
It was a remarkable sight, for ,t he hole was getting deeper
and deeper every minute.
Parrott hastened back and told Wild about it.
1'hc boy came out.
"Great Scoit!" he exclaimed. "This is what you call a
cave-in. It is good-by to the Deadwood Den, I reckon. We
want to get out of here right away. Just go and get ihe
trap door open, while I take care of Rod."
Burt Panot's face became very pale again.
It seemed to him that as fast as they got out of one danger they got into anothei-.
Wild ,hastened back to where the sleeping man lay.
He calmly took a rope and slipped it around his body, being compelled to lift him as he did so.
In less than two minutes he gave a pull that fastened the
villain's arms to his sides.
Rod woke up with a start.
"Make the least sound, and you will die!" exclaimed the
dashing young deadshot, holding the muzzle of the revolver
against his head.
Rod was not so sleepy but that he understood what that
meantl
He remained perfectly silent.
Then Wild quickly slipprc\ the gag that had been removed
from Parrott's mouth into that of his prisoner.
"Now, come on," he :c:aid. "We haven't got much time, for
the quicksand:i under the cellar a1·e getting in their work.
In a little while the whole bottom will drop out. That will
wind up the Dead·wood De-:1. I reckon."
Rod tumed deathly pale and tried to Eay rnmcthing.
But Wild was not going to permit that. He wanted to get
out of the shanty without arousing the old woman.
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By this time Burt haq found the ladder and opened the
trap door.
He had pushed it up. carpet and all.
,
Wild forced the prisoner up after the New Yorker, and
then he came out hlmself.
He held out the lantern and took a look in the direction
of the enlarging hole and saw that it was growing all the
time.
•
111.e sounds of. falling sand could be heard, too, and it
was a question of but a few minutes before something would
happen, unless the disturbance did not extend very far.
Rod was forced to walk on his tiptoes, so he would not
disturb his mother , and then out into the other room, and
then to the door they went.
Then Young Wild West opened the door and stepped out.

CHAPTER XII.
BIT.L IS BRANDED AS AN OUTLAW.

Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart sprang forward to meet
the dashing young deadshot they had been searching for so
long.
Lively Rick was right behind them.
Our hero held up his hand warningly.
Then out came Burton Parrott, holding fast to the prisoner.
The three delighted ones were surprised to see this move.
Both Wild and the New Yorker were all right, then! And
they had made a capture.
"This is what I calls great!" exclaimed Rick, doing a few
steps of a jig. "If we don't make things 'hum afore we git
through I'll miss my reckonin', that's all."
Just then a peculiar sound came from under the shanty.
Then there was a sort of roar, which deepened quickly
into a crash.
The building· quivered and then one corner of it settled
with a bump that shook the chimney from it.
Then all was still.
Wild grabbed the prisoner and pushed him in the bushes.
At the same instant a wild, harsh scream of fright rang
out from the. interior of the shanty.
Old Kate Hapgood had been aroused.
Out she came, but she was too late to see those outside,
for they got behind the bushes and started hurriedly away.
"We don't want her to know that we escaped," said our
hero. "Let her have the idea that we were buried alive
with her son. It won..,t do her a bit of hurt to do a little
grieving, for I ~ver sti-uck a woman who was any more of a
she-fiend than she is."
Away went the.,d'our, :t'orcing Rod Hapgood along with
thE"lll..
Wild did not know where to go with his prisoner, but thinking of the shanty of the nian called Dan, he decided to go
there and then get Dan to go for the Sheriff.
They soon reached the shanty and Dan was quickly
aroused.
"What's ther matter, Mr. West?" he asked, as he hur' riedly opened the door, for he had recognized our hero's
voice.
"We've got a prisoner here, and I want you to go for the
Sheriff. You know where he can be found. I reckon."
"I sartinly do. Come right in. I'm all alone, fur my
wife's mother was taken sick, an' she's stayin' all night with
her."
"Good! Not your mother-in-law's sickness, but the fact that
you are alone, Dan. I reckon you can help us out nicely in
this game."
·
They went inside, and Rod, in a very dejected manner, sat
down.
·· .
Wild now rcmovetl the· .g-ag- from his mouth.
1
"I r eckon you don t feel so joyful as you did when you listened to Neal Macklin pronounce our death sentence, do you?"
the boy asked.
·
"Oh, my poor mother!" groaned the prisoner.
"Never mind about her. She fa all right. It will do her
good to worry a little about y6u. She thinks you died, and
that we went with you. Let her think so. Such a she-fiend
as she ought;.,to be behind the bars."
"Do--do you think she's safe?" asked the prisoner.
"Oh, yes. I'll tell you that much. The shanty didn't go
down-only a little way at one corner.•
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"How did you get loose? How did you make the den-I
mean cellar-cave in?"
"We got loose wit}). your knife. But we had nothing to do
with the cave-in. That ,Yas an act of Providence, and it
could not have happened better to enabl e us to ' carry on our
fight for the half a million. Oh, we will 's how Neal Macklin
up in his true light, and if he don't swing from the limb
of a tree before he is many hours older I'll miss my guess."
Rod hung his head.
·
•
·
While this conversation was taking place the man called
Dan stood looking like one in a dream.
He could not understand it all.
Wild thought he had better make a little explanation to
him, so he told him as much as he thought was necessary.
T11en Dan went fo1· the Sheriff.
It was pretty late when he came back with him, but the
Sheriff was a great frienci_ of Wild's, and he was only too
glad to be of assistance to him.
·
"What is it, Wild?" he asked as he came in.
"I have got a prisoner here that I want you to take charge
of," was the reply.
"All right. What's he done?"
"He is one who conspired to murder four people; and he
is also a thief."
"Thunder! Why, it is Rod Hapgood, what works over in
ther Jewett Mine!" gasped the Sheriff, as he got a look at
the prisoner's face.
"That's right, Sheriff," answered the young man. "You
are surprised, I know, but it can't be helped. What Young
Wild West says is right. There ain't no use in me denyin'
it. Ther gig is up. I reckon Neal Macklin has about lost
ther fight fur ther half a million."
Wild and his partners could understand why the prisoner
talked this way.
He was hoping for a chance to escape punishment by telling all he knew.
But Wild did not want him to tell a,nything just then.
His idea was to get him in the jail as soon as possible, and
keep him there without the knowledge, of the other three
villains until they were caught.
He wanted to spring a surprise on the villainous mine
owner, and thus catch him openly in all his villainy.
He told the Sheriff as much as he thought was advisable,
and he agreed to do · as he wanted him to.
"We will have the rest of the conspirators by noon to-morrow," he said. "Then you will see how well I spoke the
truth to-day when I called Neal Macklin hard names."
"All 1·ight, Wild," was the 'reply. "I know that you're all
right. I'd gamble on anything you said."
Rod Hapgood went away with the Sheriff and Lively Rick,
and then om· hero turned to his partners and said:
"You go back to the hotel and give it out that Parrott and
I are not to be found anywhere. Let the whole town think
that we have been killed, or swallowed up. That will only
make Neal Macklin feel all the more sure that we perished
when the cave-in took place."
"We understand, don't we, Jim?" said the scout.
"Perfectly," r etorted Jim. "Just leave it to us."
"Well, you might come over here in the morning and see
how we are," laughed our h ero. "We are going to stop here
with Dan, who will find out that he has done a mighty good
ni?.ht's wo1·k .before we get through."
'It's all a sort of puzzle to m e," Dan declared.
Charlie and Jim went on back to the hotel.
When they got there the first thing the man in charge
asked them was about Parrott, the tenderfoot guest.
They told him that he was among the missing, and that
Young Wild West could not be found, either.
Then it rapidly spread throug-h the place. and the gamblers
paused to comment upon it.
It became known . that the fellow known as Bill had delivered a note to the tende-.foot, which was supposed to «ie
from Young Wild West, and the fact that the two were missing made it look hard for Bill.
"I reckon we'd better hunt up ther galoot an' make him
explain," said a man, who was a great admirer of Young
Wild West, rising from the table he had been playing poker
at. "Come on, boys! All what believe in fair play an' a
square deal, come on!"
Charlie and Jim lmew it would not look right ii they trlcd
to stop the men, so they simply nodded and went with them.
They found no trace of the fellow until they got to the
place called the Casino, and then they learned that Bill had

(
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gone from ther e in the company of Buck Hoofer, his pard,
but a few minutes before.
Tl t party after the man had now increased in· size, and
there were fully thirty men in it.
Of course, the news went around that Bill had broug-ht
a note from Young· Wild West to the tenderfoot, and that
both Young Wild West and the tenderfoot were missing.
Bil! was wanted.
But though they searched about for over an hour, Bill
could not be found.
Buck Hoofer W'as discovered in his own shanty, but :rie declared that his pard had left him to g-o to his own before he
got there.
.
Buck was very defiant, and he offered to bet a hundred
dollars that Bill was all right.
"What's that?" cried Cheyenne Charlie, stepping forward.
"I'll bet a hundred that Bill, as yer call Jiim, is an outlaw,
an' that he's either g.oin' ter git his medicine or go ter1 jail
inside of twenty-four hours!"
"All right; put up yer money!"
The money was put up and the terms of the bet stated
plainly to the man who held the stakes.
/
Then the party gave it up for the night.
But Bill was branded as an outlaw, all right!
He could not be found to prove his innocence, and that
was enough to make those who liked Young Wild West believe that he had been the cause of the young deadshot's
disappearance.
'
Char lie- and Jim went back to the hotel;; satisfied with the
way things had turned out.

CHAPTER XIII.
WILD IN DISGUISE.

Charlie and Jim ate a pretty good breakfast, and there
were those at the table who could not help thinking that they
did not seem to be so very much worried over the clisappi.rance of their dashing- young par tner.
It was not long after breakfast when a couple rode up to
the door of the hotel.
One was an elderly man, with a bushy beard, and the other
a young woman, wearing an olcl-fashione-cl ·sun-bonnet.
'fhey dismounted and asked,if they could be accommodated,
and they 11ere promptly ·informed that they could.
Charlie and Jim had lighted cigars, and were stanalng on
the porch at the time.
As the strangers passed them on their ~vay inside the
1
woman looked at Charlie and winked.
.
'l'he scout gTinnecl.
"If that's ther ~aloot's wife he'd better look out fur her"
he observed. "She acted as though she's sorter ~.weet on me:"
"Maybe it is his daughter)" suggested Jim.
"Well, if it is she needn't think she kin g-it me interest ed
in her. I've got a wife, an' she's g-ood enough fur me."
• Then they sat down to await developments.
Meanwhile the couple had their breakfast 1¼11 by themselves , and a little later they came out on the porch.
'l'he old · man lighted a cigar and settled back to take
thing·s easy.
"Fine momin'," ventured Charlie, nodding to him.
"Yes," was the reply. "What kind of a place is this?"
"A mighty lively one, sometimes, I reckon."
"Do they call it Deadwood because there's so many dead
trees to b e seen around?" inquil-e<l th e woman, s peaking in
1 a very squeaky voice.
"That might b e the reason," Jim an swered.
"Say!" spoke up a m iner, who had been out all night, and
was in for a continuation of his spree. "Is that your wife,
boss?"
"No," was the r eply. "She is Ann Maria, my sister. She's
forty-one years old, an' I'm sixty-one. There's just twenty
years' dilierence·in our ages, though to look at us no one
would ever know it."
"Haw! haw! haw!" roared the man. "Say, Ann Maria!
Give us yer paw, won't yer?"
'The words were scarcely out of his mouth when the woman
was on hel" feet.
·
Whack!
She struck the drunken miner a blow in the face that
knocked him clean off the 1>01·ch.

"I don't allow no loafers to hold my hand!" she squealed,
indignantly.
Charlie and Jim roared with laug-hter.
It was the best they had seen in a long while.
"Does anybody else want to shake hands with me?" cried
the woman, with a sort of snort, as she gazed around at the
crowd that had quickly g-athered.
There was lots of laughing, but no one spoke in the affirmative.
The miner, who had been knocked sprawling, got 'up and
made his way along the street.
He had all he wanted.
Just then Lively Rick came along.
"How's everything?" he asked Charlie and Jim.
"Everything's all right, I reckon," the scout replied. "Let's
go over to that shanty. We want ter ,g-it away from here,
don't we, Jim?"
"Yes," was the 1·eply.
"Why, what's ther matter?" and Rick looked surprised.
"There's a fool of a woman here what's tryin' ter make a
fuss."
Iijck grinned broadly.
"What!" he cried.
"She knocked one galoot flat because he asked her
shake hands; but she seemed ter sorter take ter me an' Jim."
"Where is she?" ·
"Inside. But don't git her started ag'in. She beats anything I ever seen in petticoats."
But Ltvely Rick was curious to see the wonderful woman.
He went inside and _pushed open the door that led to the
dining room.
·
Then he met with a big surprise.
"What are you sneakin' around here fur, you big galoot?"
a squeaky voice exclaimetl, and then he received a slap in the
fac 0 that made him blink like an owl in the sun.
He had found the woman, all right!
"Excuse me1" he cried, and then he backed out, as though
he had nnexpectedly struck a hive of bees.
·
Of course he got the laugh from all who witnessed it.
Rick got outside in a hurry.
"Come on!" he said. "I don't want nothin' ter do with that
woman. We'll git over to £her shanty an' see if anything
has been done yet."
The tl)ree went on their way to the shanty of Dan.
When they got there they ioun<l him sitting on the doorstep.
'l"here was a broad grin on the man's face as they cama

t'er

u~

~

" What did yer think of 'em?" he a sked.
Before either could make a r'epl y a shrill burst of laughter
sounded behind them, and, looking around, they saw the
strange man and wom~ coming, I'
"({rea.t gimlets !" gasl'> ed the scou. "I reckon them two
must he . crazy. 'l'her woman is, anyhovf."
Dan laughed heartily.
"Why , don't yer know 'em?" he a sk ed.
"Neve!" seen 'em afore," declared Charlie.
Just then the woman 1ushed up to him and placed hel"
arm :il'Ouncl his neck.
"Don't you want to ki ss me, Charlie ?" she asked.
The scout ga\'e a sta rt.
" Wild!"
"Well, by jingo!" exclaimed Jim Dart.
"You f ellows are easy to fool , I g u<>ss," and with that the
bonnet came off and the features of Young Wild W est were
di sc.:losed.
'''l'hey didn't even k,now m e," spokc np t he m an, an(l thPn
h e lifted the fal se beard he ha d on and sh owed that he was
Burton Pal'l'oLt.
Dan fail'ly roai-ed with luu i.thter.
"l!ow di<l you manag-e it, Wild? " Jim Dar t a sk ed.
,~
"Oh, it was Dan who suggest ed it," r pli c·d our hero,
he
put the sun-bonnet on his h eall ,a~i~,,,"l.Ie' used to 'be a
crook, you lmow, and he had q;fj_1ls ,be·~ffl;; ' nj.1 wi g-. H e fixed
up Burt and gave me :,;ome ~hi:i-twifl' · dothes t o 1mt on,
and I kept my face averted. 1£ -w,a'.<;p.'t -i;utj)., a hard tiling to
do. I thought sure you woulcl j·ecogn·~
1Y \ oice, t hough
I <lid my best to talk like a .woman."
"Well, yer done · ood, all right,'1 CharHe exclaim?d. - "1
reckon yer kin fool
lbody in Deatlwood n ow."
"We'll go on back to the hotel, I guess, and k eep rather
shady for a while," observed Parrott.
Wild agreed, so the-y went on ar.QJ).nd toward the depot
and then wel}.t to the hotel and disappeared insida.
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CHAPTER XIV.
MACKLIN FEELS ELATED.

He found a big Cl'owd of men there, and the two topics of
conven :ation were ihe cave-in and the fact that Young Wild
West and the ten<lerfoot mine owner were missing, and that
the man called Bill had been branded as an outlaw.
While he was listening to this talk the Sheriff came in and
put up a notice of reward for Bill, dead or alive.
No one knew ihe man's last name, so the notice simply
sttae<l that the one wanted was Bill, the par<l of Buck Hoofer.
Buck was there himself, and he was just as arrogant and
a ggressive as of yore.
·
He knew very well that Young Wild West and the tenderfoot must have perished along with Rod Hapgood, and he
now f elt that he was all rig-ht.
Buck ed1<ed up to Macklin, but a wamlng glance told him
to keep still.
"How are you, Buck?" sa:<l the mine 0W11er. "Have something to drink with me?"
"I reckon I will, boss," was the reply. "I'm mighty dry ·
this mornin'."
The Sheriff stepped up at that moment.
As he knew all about the game the two had been engaged
in, he no longer had any respect for Macklin.
.
But he had been told by Young Wild West to keep silent
on the subject until ,the proper time came, and he was not
going to make a bad break just now.
"Just in time, Sheriff," said Macklin. "What will you
have?"
"Tanglefoot---straight," was the reply. "Say! but some
excitin' things must have took place last night."
"It seems so. I fe~l sorry for the Hapgood woman. She
goes on awful about the loss of her son."
"Yes, an' I feel sorry about Young- Wild West, too. I
wonder if he could have been in that shanty cellar when
ther cave-in took place?"
"i don't know, I am sure. What would he have been doing
there?"
"Tl{at ain't fur me ter know. But thcr fact that he's
among ther missin' makes me think that he might have been
there.' It'll go hard with Buck's pa1·d if he's fouml, fur he
brought a note ter Burton Parrott at ther hotel, an' ther
note was supposed ter come from Young Wild West."
"Bill's all 1·ight, an' I know it!" spoke up Buck, lowerftlg
his brows.
"Well, maybe yer don't know anything about what he was
up ter last night."
"No I don't know all what he done. But I seen him last,
I reck~n. an' he never said anything about takin' a note ter
any one."
.
.
"Did Bill have a horse?" questJoned the Shenff.
"Yes, an' he must have gone away on horseback, fur ther
horse is gone.".
·
"Do you s'pose he will come back?"
"Well, if he hears that he's likely ter be arrested he'd be
a fool ter come back, wouldn't he?"
"S'pose we take a walk over to ther place where the t enderfoot was stoppin' ?" suggested the Sheriff. "Maybe he's
showed up by this time."
.
"Certainly. I am interested in Burton Parrott, even if he
has been trying to make me give him what don't belong to
him," Macklin answered.
·
"I reckon I'll go over there, too," said Buck, tak_ing a chew
of tobacco and examining his brace of revolvers. "It might
be that somebody what's there thinks I know somethin' about
this case. I'm Bill's pard, but that don't say that I know
anything about the tenderfoot, or Young Wild West, either."
"Of course not, Buck," Macklin replied.

Neal Macklin did not put in a very good night.
Somehow, he was far more worried than he had been befor1:1 Young Wild West and his business partner were caught
and imprisoned in the den.
Along toward daylight he got into a troubled sleep.
But the sun was scarcely up when a servant knocked on
the door of his room and announced that the mother of one
of his foremen wanted to see him right away.
·
He leaped out of bed, dressed, and went down, and, as
e expected, found Kate Hapgood waiting for him.
"What's the matter, Kate?" he asked, feeling that some
bad news was surely coming.
"There was a cave-in last night," whispered the woman,
hoarsely. "Ther Deadwood Den is wiped out, Neal Macklin,
an' Rod an' ther two prisoners is buried under tons of dirt!"
"What!"
"Every word I've told yer is gospel truth," the woman declared, her voice choking with emotion. "Poor ,Rod! He was
a good son ter me."
"Is the shanty there yet'/" Macklin asked.
"Yes. But one corner of it has settled three or foot feet.
I s'pose it'll go putty soon. All your gold is buried with Rod
an' ther two prisoners, Neal."
The mine owner shrugged his shoulders.
"It is too bad that Rod and the gold were there," he said.
"But it can't be helped. Come in the house, Kate. and have
a cup of coffee. It will do you good."
He spoke in a tone of voice that was more kind than usual,
and she accepted the invitation
The fact was that Macklin was delighted with what had
happened
,
After seeing that the old woman was in the kitchen, he
put on his hat and coat, and, taking his shotgun, to make out
that he was hunting for jackrabbits, he left the ·house, without eating a mouthful of breakfast.
'
The villain had no appetite just then.
He walked rapidly in the direction of the Hapgood shanty,
and the moment he came in sight of it he noticed that it was
badly out of plumb.
As soon as he came to the shanty he approached the end
that had become slightly elevated and peered under it.
A yawning hole was all that he saw where the den had
been.
The front part of the cellar was there yet, but the rest
had vanished.
While he stood there half a dozen men approached.
Macklin knew the men by sight and he waited for them.
"What do you suppose caused that?" he asked th~m.
"A cave-in, I reckon," replied one, as he peered down into
the yawning hole. "Jingo! It's a wonder ther blamed old
shanty didn't go down, too! What do yer think of that,
boys?"
"It's -a wonder that ther shanty didn't ~o," they all d0iclared.
·
"Well, Rod Hapgood was in the cellar at the time the cavein occui-red," said Macklin. "His mother just came over to
my house and told me about it."
They all knew the foreman at the Jewett Mine, and they
were surprised to hear of his terrible death.
.
The villain did not remain long at the scene of the cave-m.
In an hour or two he went back again and found a crowd
of men the1·e trying to right the building.
Old Kate ·was there, too, she having left the Macklin house
soon after the mine owner got back.
The woman was urging the men to try and find the body
CHAPTER XV.
of her son, but she was told over. and over again that it
would be an impossibility.
THE FIGHT IS WON.
"I never knowed there was a -cellar under ther shanty,"
another one remarked.
Young Wild West and Burton Parrott, in their disguises,
"It was built ove1· a hollow. I remember the time," Mackwere seated on the hotel veranda when the Sheriff and Macklin explained.
lin came along, closely followed by Buck, the "bad man" of
The scoundred now felt quite at his ease.
He had brought his horse this time, and, mounting, he Deadwood.
Near them were Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
rode down into the town.
n has just got around that a cave-in had occurred under Lively Rick had gone home to tell his wife all about the
the HapgooJ i,hanty, and that Rod Hapgood had been killed. happerungs of the early morning, and he had not returned
The youn~ ffian had quite a number of friends and they yet,
Wild still had on the sun-bonnet, for if he removed that
all epoke as feeling sorry for' him.
I he would be recognized right away.
¥'.aekUn went over to the Casino.
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Everybody 1s crazy about it

He looked at the villainous mine eowner, and then turning
".He'll be here putty soon," was the reply. "He's been
to the proprietor, who stood in the doorway, asked who he wa1tin' fur Mac~n ter show up."
.
.
was.
"Well, now is the time to close up this business. You had
"That's Mr. Neal Macklin, ther manage1· an' part owner better go and find him right away."
of ther Jewett Mine.'' was the reply,
"All right. You go in and git ter drinkin' with ther ga"Is he married?"
loot; I'll fetch him in putty soon."
'
"Not that I knows ' on."
"Good ! I'll go right in."
Then Wild smi led bewitchingly at the villain.
Then he followed Buck as he went in.
"HE'llo, Mister Mine Owner!" he said, putting on the
Charlie called Wild to him and told him what he had said
squeaky voice.
to the Sherif!'.
"Who are you?" came the reply, while, the man paused
Meanwhile the Sheriff and the two villains were busy
and looked at what he supposed was an impudent woman.
ii-inking at the bar.
"I'm Ann Mari.a."
Macklin and Buck did not feel very good from the blows
"Oh, you are, eh?"
they haclrreceived, but they had to take it good-naturedly.
"I reckon I'm jest ther galoot you're lookin' fur, gal!" E'XThere was a pretty good crowd gathered there, and when
claimed Buck, rushing up. "S'pose I have a leetle bit of a Cheyenne Gharlie came in, followed by the two strangers and
ki ss from them ruby lips!"
Jim Dart, every one looked expectant.
Spat!
Wild and Parrott had made up a sort of progmmme, which
Wild struck out straight from the shoulder and knocked was to be short, but to the point.
t he mart flat on his back.
"Hello, there!" cried the disguised New Yorker, putting his
The Sheriff, who did not know who the disguised pair were, hand on Macklin's shoulder. "Don't yer fee-1 like treatin' this
any more tlian the rest, was tickled greatly to see Buck get mornin'?"
it so hard from a woman.
"I don't feel like treating you!" was the quick reply, while
"Thunder!" he exclaimed. "That's what I call hittin' some the villain's hand slipped instinctively toward the butt of a
hard."
revolver.
"Oh, you old dear!" said Wild, suddE'nly. "I think I met
"Oh, never mind, then. I thought maybe you did. Maybe
you in Santa Fe, didn't I? Do let me pull your whiskers for you lost a lot by that cave-in of ther shanty last night."
you!"
Macklin's face flushed.
Then Wild gave a pull on the Sheriff's beard that brought
"Who are you, anyhow?" he demanded, suddenly.
tears to his eyes.
"I'm ther brother of Ann Maria," was the reply. "Don't
"Wow!" he yelled. "Let go! You've made a mistake, my you dare ter lay hands on me! If yer do she'll shoot yer
dear ,voman. I never seen yer afore in my life."
full of holes! Ann Maria kin shoot as good as Young Wild
"¥es, you have. You can't get out of it, either. You told \Vest, yer know."
me you was a widower, and you wanted me to marry you. I
"Bet yer life I kin!" spoke up Wild.
wouldn't then. But now I am ready, if my brother will only
Then he took a shooter from under his skirt and put it
let me."
under Buck's nose.
"He's too old fur yer, Ann Maria," spoke up ParrGtt.
"How does that smell ?" he asked, still keeping to ,.the dis"Take ther mine owner. Most likely he's got more money." guised voice.
"But I don't like the looks of him," "Ann Maria" hastened
The villain jumped back.
to say. "He's got ther looks of a man what ought to be in
Wild thought it was about time the farce was over.
prison. I'll bet he's a scoundrel, if yer come right down to
He began to unbutton the dress he wore.
it!"
,
Then, much to the surprise of everybody but those who
"Shut up, you insolent hussy!" exclaimed Macklin, pushing I knew him, he suddenly threw off the female ~ttire and
his way into the barroom. "I want none of this nonsense."
stepped into the center of the room, a revolver in either hand!
"Take that, then!"
"Sheriff, arrest those two galoots !" he exclaimed.
1
Wild struck him a slap across the face that sent him reel"Thunder!" gasped the Sheriff.
ing.
But Charlie and Jim seized Macklin and Buck before they
Buck came on the porch again, but he took care to keep could make a move to get away.
at a safe distance from Ann Maria.
For the next five minutes great excitement prevailed in
The Sheriff managed to get over close to Charlie, and, the barroom.
.
then he whispered:
During this time Parrott took off his disguise.
"Where's Wild?"
When Wild got the chance to make himself heard he got
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upon ~ table and told all that had happened the night before.
Macklin listened with a very white face.
Buck, in spite of his "bad" ways, broke down and owned
up to the part he had played in the fig-ht for half a million.
But Macklin was not going to give in.
"This is a conspiracy to do me out of the mine! Burton
Parrott has worked this scheme to get control of the mine
himself. But it will never work. I will fight to the end!
I'll--"
"I reckon you've done about all ther fightin' you'll do fur
a while, Neal Macklin," interrupted the Sheriff. "There ain't
no use in tryin' ter git out of it. I've got Rod Hapgood over
in ther jail, an' he's confessed ther whole thing. You're simply done fur, an' that's all there is to it."
Macklin said no more.
He realized how hopeless it was.
"Go ahead and lock me up," he said, fearing that the crowd
might get in a lynching humor. "I'll fight' it out in the
courts."
It was with difficulty that the Sheriff got his two prisoners
out of the hotel.
Then it
that Young Wild West received an ovation
spch as few ever received in Deadwood.
The sto1·y of the Deadwood Den spread about like wildfire,
and during the day the ihanty was pulled down.
Old Kate Hapgood was found and locked up as an accessory, for the feeling was very bitter airainst her when it
became known that she had felled Young Wild West with a
club in order to assist in having him murdered ancl buried
in the cellar of the shanty.
When noon came Wild ate his dinner, as usual, and then
he declared that Bill, the outlaw, must be found, in order to
complete the business.
As soon as they had finished the meal t~ three went over
to the jail.

,vas

CHAPTER XVI.
CONCLUSION.

"That's it, exactly."
"An' ther cave-in-how ' about tl1at?"
"Oh, we found that was going to take place _as we_ ,vere
coming out. We just' got out in time, too. Five mmutes
more and we would have been where you thought we wereunder tons of dirt and sand."
Wild would not have told the villain so much, but he
thought he might gain by it.
.
..
Our f1iends turned and went out of the little Jail.
The four were soon heading for the low 1·esort that was
kept by Spike Davis.
•
When they got there they found a crowd of the yvorst element of Deadwod gathered there.
Rick remained outside.
Our hero strode into the barrooih--en d looking at the
beetle-browed proprietor exclaimed.
"If you don't want to get into trouble, my friend, you will
please deliver Bill, the outlaw, to us."
"I don't know nothin' about him, Young Wild West," was
the man's reply, for he knew the boy by sight, and he did not
hesitate to call him by name.
Just then Lively Rick !!ame running to the door of the saloon.
''Dill is ri.din' away on his horse, Wild!" he yelled, excitedly. "Light out through ther back way. He's goin' up ther
hill!"
'
Our hero and his partners did not wait a second.
Out they went, and, reachin11: the outside, they saw a horseman trying hard to make the summit of a steeo hill.
There was a ravine right at the foot of the hill, and
quickly judging where the villain would about come if he
reached the top and went down on the other side, Wild led
the way through the ravine.
He made the shot turn that was in the ravine, followed
closely by Charlie and Jim.
As they got around the turn they caught sight of the
horseman.
It was Bill, all right. There was no mistaking the man.
Our hero anrl his companion8 had gained quite a piece by
coming through the ravine, and they wondered why it was
that the villain had not come that way, instead of riding
up the hill.
But th<'Y soon lound out why he had not.
.
The ravine was what is called a blind ORe; that is, it had
no outlet, but ended abruptly against a perpendicula r wall
of earth and rock.
"Boys, 1 reckon he's got the best of us," said our hero.
At, that instant the horseman gave a yell of defiance and
came riding along- the edge of the cliff above their heads.
As Wild and his partners watched the outlaw riding- at
full speed along the top of the cliff they suddenly saw his
horse slip and slide over the brink.
Down he came ior fully thirty feet, he landing heavily,
while the horse came directly on top of him.
"That ends ther fight, boys," said the scout, solemnly.
"It certainly does end it, I 1eckon," ,vnd answered.
"Come on! We'll go back and see how the man Davis takes
it."
They met Lively Rick and several more men as they turned
lo go bal'k.
'Ihey li:.1d witnessed the accident from where thev were
standing on the hill behind the saloon, and they all knew
th:.it iL was over.
Spike Davis apologized to Wild, and the boy good natu reel! v let it drop.
lt is not nece:,sary for us to dwell on the long le_g-al proceedings that followed, but suffice it to say that Burton
Panott won his case and assumed chatge of the Jewett
Mine.
or c:ourse, he paid our friends hands'omely, and when he
found that Lively Rick was bent on going in the racing
bus:ness he bought a ranch in Northern Nebraska ·and placed
him in ·charge of it on a fifty-per-cent .-profit basis".
Neal Macklin managed to commit suicide in jail, and the
people who fell heir to his shares of the mine· proved to be
honest, so there was no trouble with the Jewett Mine.
Of course Young Wild West and his pal'tners did not remain in Deadwood until all the details were settled.
They went away the very next day after the fight for half
a million was won,

When our three friends got to the jail they found Buck
Hoofer in a very clesponcl<!nt mood.
·
But he was quite willing to talk.
"You may as well tdl us where you think Bill is," said
Wild. "It will only be a question of time before he is caug,1\,
anyhow. What's the us/! of making· it longer? You wiTI
stand a better show if you aid all you can, you know."
This was the bait swallowed by the villain.
I
"Well, he migl1t be right here in Deadwood/' he sai<l,
slowly. "He didn't tell me where he was goin'. He jest hea1·<l
that he was wanted, an' he wr.nt an' got his horse an' lit
out. But I don't think he went outside of Deadwood. He
jPst took ther horse ter make it 'pear that he did."
"Well, where do you think he is?" Wild queried.
"Down at Spike Davis's maybe."
"Where is that?"
"I know where it is, Wild," spoke up the Sheriff.
"If he's there you'll haye a putty tough fight on,", went on
Buck, shaking his head. "Spike is a J;1;ood friend of mine
and he is te1· Bill. You'll have ter look out."
'
"We will do the looking out, all right," our hero retorted.
"You need not worry about that."
"I guess you're right, Young Wild West," and Buck shook
his head, sorrowfully. "When you started in ther f1,g-ht fur
half a million yer sartin!y made things hum! Bill thought
he was awful smart in gittin' ther tenderfoot to ther <len.
but he wasn't nowhere along~i<le of you. You had us dead
ter rights when Yer come in on us. an' if it hadn't been fur
old Kate we'd have been here in jail long 'go- 1:!sL night, mo:.t
Jike)y,"
I
"I reckon that's about right," and our hero laughed. "The
old woman ce1-tainly did give me a su1·p1ise. Butti managed
to g-et away, just the same."
"That's one thing that's wonyin' me, Young Wild West.
If you'll tell me how you an' ther tenderfoot got out of ther
den last night I'll feel a mite easier, blamed if I won't!"
''Well, I will tell you, if it will do you any goad. Rod was
left in charge of us, as you know. Well, he went to sleep
quite nea1· us, and he hadn't started to snore very Ion/;!; before I got up and got the handle of his knife between my
teeth. Then I managed to cut the rope that held me to the
ring, and after that it was quite easy for me to cut Panott
free."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AS
"I see. Then yer made Rod a prisoner an' brou,g-ht him A PRAIRIE PILOT; OR, 'ARIETTA
AND THE BRONCHO
out?"
QUEEN."

,
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FROM ALL ' POINTS
CALF MISTOO K AN AIRPLA NE FOR A CHICK,
EN HAWK
is
Cal.,
Redding,
near
Thomas Gerloch, farmer,
the
was
asserts
he
what
of
death
the
grieving over
most valuable calf in California . The calf was permitted to roam at will over the farm because it protected the chickens against hawks, says Gerloch.
Every time a hawk would flash down from the sky
to grab off a chicken, the calf was on the job, ready
·
to fight off the hawk.
One day lately Lieut. Goodrich, from San Francisco, was flying over the farm in an airplane when his
,engine. went dead, and he was forced to land. The
calf, had been watching the great plane, apparentl y
believing it some new sort of hawk, bent on a hen
raid.
As the plane landed the calf dashed up. The propeller still was spinning. Before Lieut. Goodrich
could leap to the ground and chase the animal away,
the calf had butted the machine in the nose.
HIS PITCHE R BANK CRACKE D FOR $2,000
When George Mamayie, forty years old, was
aroused by a noise in his furnished room at No. 58
Little Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., the other day, he
thought of the $2,000 he had concealed in a water
pitcher unde1· the bed and let out a yell. A blow on
the head stunned him.
Hi::~ cry aroused other roomers in the house and
they chased to the. street two men who had been in
Mamayie 's robm, ·but lost track of them. Detective
Brickley of the Poplar Street Station a short time
later met a man in his stocking feet at Washingt on
and Sands Streets and arrested him:. He proved to
be Joseph Unavich, twenty-th ree, Mamayie 's roommate, but he didn't have the $2,000, which Mamayie
had discovered was gone.
Mamayie, after being treated at the Brooklyn hospital, was able to return home. He and Unavich
were employed at the Arbuckle refinery. He said
he carried his $2,000 savings in a bag around his
waist in the daytime and always kept it in the old
pitcher under the bed at night.
BOOZE WATCHE D BY 6 ARMED GUARDS
Guards arm.._cd with automatic rifles arc keeping
constant watch over wine cellars in the homes of
wealthy rpsidents or Nassau County, New York. It
became known recently. One man, whose summer
home is just outside the village of Oyster Bay, has
six guards.
Their job is to sit in the wine cellar with the
c!ases and barrels there stored with guns ready.

Th~y work in pairs on eight-hou r shifts and get $75
a month and their board. Two wo~en have been installed in the servants' quarters to cook for them.
Another residence is equipped with a new cellar
of reinforce d concrete. Entrance is possible only
through a 3-inch steel door. Thire are fourteen barrels in this ·cellar, and the walls are lined with bottles. ' Four armed men guard it day and night, although it would take a cracksma n some time to
break in even if undisturb ed.
Positive knowledge is had of where more than
$500,000 worth of liquid cheer is stored in and near
Oyster Bay. Estimate s are that the alcoholic beverages in cellars thereabou ts far exceed that sum.
One man who has a cellar that cost him upward
.of $150,000 to stock said yesterday that he would
.c arry two flasks-on e of Scotch and one of rye-so
that he and his friends would not be entirelY. parched
during necessary separatio ns from their cellars.
\

CANADA IS NOW MINING EPSOM SALTS
A new industry has been started in Canada, that
of mining Epsom salts, writes Felix S. S. Johnson,
'united States Consul at Kingston, Ontario. The
discovery of large deposits ·of these salts was made
a few years ago in British Columbia, but it is only
now that they are being marketed to any extent in
Canada. The deposits are located in a chain of five
lakes near Basque, British Columbia.
The formation of these deposits is particula rly
interestin g. The surface of the salt lake is a mass
of hard, white crystal. Slabs of salt are cut out by
saws similar to those used in ice harvestin g. Underneath this hard crystal is a liquid of the same
chemical nature, which, when it oozes up and comes
in contact with the sun and air, becomes hard and
can be cut into slabs just the same as the top surface. The investiga tion shows that the deposits are
at least forty feet deep, and an analysis by a Government chemist shows that the salts arc practicall y
100 per cent. pure magnesiu m sulphate.
The lakes are of the basin variety and arc in the
dry belt, where the combined rain and snow fall
does not exceed five inches annually. The deposits
are covered with water from six inches to one foot
from the last of March . until June 01~ July. The
hot, dry summer winds evaporate the water ~ery
rapidly, and during :i;nost of the year the magnesrn m
sulphate may be removed easily. The salts occur
in solidified masses of varying shapes and sizes, surrounded by mud rings.
And Consul Jesse H. Johnson writes t'rom Regina,
Saskatche wan, describin g some newly developed
mines of Glauber's salts, of which about 9,000,000
tons are in sight.
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Feudland

-OR-

A BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
·-By DICK ELLISON

(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER II.
Fred Rescues His Employer.

•

I

Not so was it with Malvina. Having beheld aid
come, she did not intend to have murder done, either
by her father's friends or these newcomers, looking
so cityfied in dress, manner and words. Hardly had
Knox reached for the nearest gun, while Fred was
keeping off the others, than the girl threw herself
before him, just as she had done a moment earlier
before the whippers. ·
·
.
"Leave them guns alone," she fried. " You shall
not go to killin' my father and my friends, now
that you're both turned loose.''
"Never mind," muttered Fred to his employer,
"Reach in my left pocket, while I keep them covered.
Thcrn's a revolver there."
This was done so quickly that Bad Anse swore
again to himself. Viny could not help this, and presently the two, standing back to back, presented an
armed front that it was difficult to elude or overcome. Brankston showed by every move that he
undei·stood the science and advantage of having the
drop.
From one to the others of the party his ready
gun-barrel travelled so that each, from Bad Anse
do,Y11, felt that an unerring aim was behind the
stcdily held Winchester.
And so the two backed into the obscurity that
environed this singular scene, lighted only by the
moon and the glow within the log schoolhouse.
"Get your guns, men," ordered Turley. "They
won't shoot now. Out of my way-girl!" His deep
voice held a menace at which the young woman cowered. For this night's interference y1>u'll have to
reckon with me-!!ee?
While the men picked up their guns in a half
dazed way, Malvina broke into sudden tears.
"What else could I do,. Paw?" she whimpered.
-"First you was mad cause you couldn't hang that
man for Dick Callahan, who took good care on ye
when last he had ye down to Lexin'ton on a whiskey
warrant.
'' Then you was bent · on givin' the stranger a
lickin' that might land all on ye in the pen-if so
be he's some big man, as well he looks ,to be':' What
else could I do, 'cept as I did?"
"I know ye better'n any one, Viny," declared her

parent. ·· If twasn't fer you, Callahan wouldn't a
wanted to be here. Likewise, if you hadn't give him
some kind of warnin' to keep away, we'd a had him
instead of this here timberman and his kid friend" Have you got us yet?" came a young voice out
of the dal'lmess. "I don't think. Better leave us
alone while times are good."
'·Some imperdence ain't wuth noticin'," fumed
Bad Anse, "but this is a leetle too much. Viny, you
run along home, and don't let me have to tell ye
twice-d'ye hear?"
l\falviny heard, and though shrewd enough not
to talk back, she had little notion of really obeying
-yet. Instead she retreated in the direction from
which she had first come, but found a chance to
lurk in the shadows on the further side of the schoolhouse.
~
Bad Anse and his men were evidently still disposed to try conclusions with the two that had so unexpectedly outwitted their mountain tactics.
.
When Malviny withdrew from sight, the old feudist deployed his men, now numbering about a dozen
on either hand, and craftily advanced. If Fr2d and
his employer remained under cover, they wou!d be
attacked on two sides.
The moon was rising higher hourly, and now
flooded with its soft light all the lnore open spaces.
When they found thems(i>-\ves momentarily alone
together, Mr. Knox took Fred by the hand.
"My young friend, I will-not forget this. Strange
that our first personal meeting should be under such
singular circumstances ."
'' I heard what you told that old dough-head who
calls himself Bad Anse Turley," said Fred who was
peering here and there for the pony he had tied
near by. "Hullo! is that my horse yonder?''
Neither of these two now had time for many ex-·
planati01-1s. Mr. Knox peered cautiously.
'' It looks to me like a horse, but with someone on
it-"

'' By George!' I believe you are right. I left a
pony tied here, for I was lost, and seeing that lighted
house went forward on foot, when I saw you come
up. Then those galoots rushed in and seized you.
So I laid low and waited. Here, you-''
Fred broke off and uttered the last words to some
one ahead ·o f them moving off on horseback, But
Knox held him back:
"Be cautious, Brankston. These mountaineers
are trying to surround us. Don't give our po!;ition
away."
" You are righ~ sir. But I feel sure that is my
horse. Who can it be riding him off in this fashion?"
Just then Fred stopped at the sapling where he
had tied his pony half an hour before, and found a
strap dangling.
"They've cut the strap," said he. "It can't be
Anse's gang, for they are behind and on the other
side of where we are now. Here, you-"
Once more Mr. Knox punched the boy's arm, but
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urged him into 1a half run, by quickening his own
" Who?" exclaimed Callahan, suddenly. "Did you
gait.
do that to old Anse and his gang?"
'· All my papers and other things are in my saddle"If you mean me," said Fred, "I came to the resbags, " said,Fred. "l hate to lose my outfit. I was cue of Mr. Knox, who was being treated disgracecoming across country from Pineville on the other fully b'y them-"
road, expecting to hit Jeffl'eson in time to meet you
" Let me shake your hands, lad." Dick was out
there. But I got completely lost. I'm lost now- of the saddle in an instant, and while he shook hands,
what's this?"
he heard briefly of the way the timber-buyer had
No sign or sound of Turley or his ~en had been fallen from his car, ~Y ~taggering oty the_ rear platseen or heard since Bad Anse had divided his men form. And also of h1s1~mgular meetmg with Brankwith a view of surrounding the two who had so dar- 1 ston, as w_e have descr:bed.
.
ingly retreated, holding the feudists at bay.
B_ut while th_us talkmg and gettmg mutually a~. t
a fronl where Fred quamted, Malvmy, who was thoroughly at home m •
I n a g Ia d e, some d1s
ance aw Y
·h
h'll
d h
11 f 11
h
·
and his employer stood, the horseman appeared, t ese 1 s, ma e t em a O ow er th rough: d ev1.
'dl
t
th
th
·d
ous, dbut sure ways to a more remote place m the
passmg rap1 y o e o er s1 e.
"Th t .
"
.
d
F
d
"L
t
h
"
woo
s.
a ism~ pony,1 sai . ;re ·
e us uny.
'·Thar now," said she. "Paw won't'find ye here,
The couple mcreased their speed, crossed the glade if ye really want to get away Dick. and you'uns
and were suddenly halted by a low, ~harp command. too" meaning Knox and Fred who' had resumed
''Halt, you two. What are you domg here?"
'
.
f h'
'
.
d
.
possess10n o 1s pony.
'· I'm ~fter my horse," said Fre ' moymg ?n.
Dick has seemed to take a great fahcy to both
,, That's it you are on. What are you domg with and whispered apart to Malviny.
,
my property?"
.
.
.
"Don't be rash " sa.id the stran er and they saw
The girl demur~ed, finally_ flarmg up with:
'
g '
"You say you like me, Dick. You're a Callahan,
that he, too, held a g~m, ready to shoot.
.
and I'm a Turle . But I ·ust won't have nothin' to
They saw also, while he was ready to :fire, 1f as.
. , Y
J
.
>•
mus - . do with puttmh you
sa1·1 ed, tl1at h'1s t one was rea.ssurmg,
an d h's
1
. on the trail of anyf of. .my ·tpeople.
M
t h d f
d . th d ·
·1 ·
If you come e1e to meet anyone- 01get 1 .
y
ac e ace wiea e m a smi e.
Paw'll hang ye; sure as preachin', if he catches ye.
"You have .the drop on us," replied Fred. "But Better get back among your own folks, Dick, andI would like to have my pony again."
and forgot about-me.''
.i"That's more like talking. I don't know you
"Hanged if I do! You and me's goin' to marry
gents. You are nat the parties I came here to see." some day. If you must go-give me a kiss, dear,
Then suspiciously: "Are you Turley men?"
to remember ye by."
"Not much, seeing we have just escaped from a
The two during this talk had drifted apart; but
big fellow and his gang, that called themselves Tur- Fred saw Dick embrace and kiss the girl with a ferley's men. This is Mr. Knox, a timber buyer from vor which convinced him that they were lovers. AfCincinnati. I am Fred Brankston from same place, ter that Malviny faded away under the trees in her
a surveyor in his employ. We are both lost. Now own secretive fashion.
-who are you?"
When Callahan came back he looked serious and
" My name is Callahan; not that I'd have it known somber for so yonng a man, as he could not have
much among these Turleys, now that I'm here."
been more than twenty-five, in years. Before he
He grinned openly as if struck by a certain humor could speak, however, back came the girl running,
in the situation. Knox's coatless and hatless plight motioning for them to go:
struck him as being funny.
"Run, run," she implored. "My folks are comin.'
In the moonlight he seemed to be a bold, nervy, Run, Dick! Don't mind me--d'ye hear?"
determined, yet jovial man ,; though he did not relinquish the seat in the saddle, nor the drop with his
rifle he had on the dismounted pair.
· ''You must be the deputy marshal old Turley and
CHAPTER III.
that girl Malviny spoke of-eh?"
"Suppose I am? What's that to you? Where i_s
Take Them to the Big D,ismal.
she-the girl?"
"Here I am, said a soft low voice; and the young
Sounds were heard indicating the approach of a
woman in question stepped out from the under- considerable number of men. The girl, more uneasy
growth hurriedly. "What you doin' on this lad's for Callahan than for herself, pushed him on, and
horse, Dick? Get down and strike out from here. on, upon a dim trail that crossed near where they
My Paw says he'll htl.ng ye if he ketches ye. He were. Knox turned to Fred.
'lowed this stranger,'' indicating Knox, "was you.
"Had we best stick with Callahan, or try to reach
I told 'em different, and they was abou-e to whip the railroad yonder and so get to Jefferson?"
him, anyhow, when this young feller steps out and
-and made 'em quit."
(To be continued.)
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
OP AL FEAR VANISHES
The superstition associating the opal with bad
luck is rapidly disappearing, according to dealers,
and this beautiful gem is now in the high tide of
popularity.
Few people realize the tremendous demand appeal'ing for Australian opals. The world has never
seen more gorgeous gems than the fire opals mined
in the Lightning'Ridge district of New South Wales
which flush with fire in all the colors of the rainbow. For years the finest opals in these fields we're
gobbled by representatives of London and their Eupean agents in the field.
Competition is so spirited that it has placed gem
opals in the same class as most precious stones as
far as price is concerned. They bring form $200
to $2,000 apiece and are bought up so rapidly that
the supply is not equal to the demand.
BAKING BY ELECTRICITY
•
The ordinary rise in the prices of fuel caused by
the war has considerably furthered baking by elec·tricity, although a great many elect.ric bake ovens
existed in Norway, Sweden and Switzerland before
the outbreak of hostilities. The cheapness of coal
at that time was not conducive to the bakeries tak. ing up electric baking, in spite of the fact that in
those countries which possess water power, baking
by electricity is of considerable economic importance, as the employment of electric ovens permits
the utilization of superfluous electric energy which
usually cannot be made use of during the night. The
night eneigy can be supplied by hydroelectric power
stations at such cheap rates as to make the use of
electric ovens much more economical than those
heated by coal or steam.

,

FIREPROOF TI~BER PROCESS PA TENTED
A process has been made public in England by
which tim):>er is made fireproof. A company has
been formed, known as the Timber Fireproofing
Company, which claims that the use of the process
will tend to avoid the risk of fire' in houses built
of wood.
The process known as the oxylene :fireproofing
process consists of submitting the wood in a closed
cylinder to a steaming and vacuum treatment, which
removes the air moisture in the pores of the wood
and vaporizes the sap water. The wood is then
impregnated under hydraulic pressure with a solution of fire-resisting chemicals, which replace the
elements driven out by the preliminary treatment.
Finally the water of the solution is dried off, and
the chemicals in minute crystal form remain embodied in the fib.res.
The effect of this treatment is explained as being
I

.

.

that on the application of heat the crystals expand
and form a glossy coating, which excludes the oxygen
of the air and prevents its . combination with wood,
thus rendering flame an impossibility. The higher
the temperatore, the more the crystals expand, and
though in time the chemical action of each crystal
becomes exhausted and the wood becomes charred
fresh crystals come into play, and though the wood
may eventually be charred completely through, no
flame will be generated.
Wood treated this way does not differ in appearance from wood that has not been treated, and it is
claimed that it does not deteriorate, and is not affected by atmospheric conditions.

SEA LEATHER WILL CUT THE COST OF
· FOOTWEAR 1
Everybody is painfully aware of the scarcity and
high price' of leather. The war, of course, took a
heavy direct toll of the leather production of the
world and in addition indirectly reduced the supplies
by the steady diminution of the world's flocks and
herds from which our leather usually comes.
The sea, however, said a British writer, holds an
almost inexhaustible source of leather in the larger
aquatic creatures-whales , sharks, porpoises, dogfish, the ray or devil-fish, the saw-fish, and some others. We are already in 't his country acquainted
with certain forms of whale and porpoise leather. ·
The well-known "Belgua" belting is obtained from
the white whale, an animal which attains a length
of over 18 feet, with a girth of as much as 12 feet.
There have, however, been difficulties in the way of
utilizing these sources on any large scale, for the
production of leather suitable for general purposes.
The shagreen or outer coating of the skin of the
shark, for exam'ple as well as those of the ray and
of the dog-fish, is a horny structure frequently so
hard that it is difficult to grind it off, while vinding,
if carried far enough to remove it entirely, results
in partial destruction of the skip. proper.
Necessity, however, has again 11roved the mo~her
of invention and chemical means have been devised
by which this horny material may be successfully
removed· while improvements in lining now permit .
that part of tho process of· tanni11g to be carried .
through without injury to the skin. A further s!ep
has succeeded in rernovi11g the fishy ·o dor which
would otherwise r emain in the :finished product . . Jn
the circumstances it is not surprising to learn that
new stations for the treatment of these sea products are being- established on the souther.n Atlantic
shores of the United States, \vhcrn many of the creatures named abound.
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HONOLULU TO HAVE $1,000,000 BUILDING
..A $1,000?0~0 contract for the construc~ion of a
Federal bmldmg he1·e has been secured by Robert
Atkinson, president of the Hawaiian Contracting
Company. Mr. Atkinson recently returned from
Washington, D. C., where he secured the contract
outbidding· the Salt Lake Construction Company. '
Hawaii has been waiting ten years for the Federal
building, wh+ch will house the Federal courts, post
office, internal revenue and customs departments of
the Government here.
It was announced that work would commence at
once on the excavatjon for the foundation of the
. building, to be located directly opposite the Iolani
Palace of the Kamehaneka dynasty ot Hawaiian
Kings, now used as the Territorial Government building or capitol.

25 FIRES SET BY BOY GANG
Three boys in their ,teens, arrested recently
during a fire at No. 462 Knickerbocker Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., confessed setting twenty-five fires
in different parts of Brooklyn in the last three
months for the purpose of robbery. The police say
they can fix fifty Brooklyn fires in the same period
.
on the trio.
· The boys confessed they worked Saturday and
Sunday nights, usually at dinner hour, in tenement
houses, because there was likely to be plenty of
money around at those times. They saturated stuff
in the cellar with oil, set fire to it, and when the
tenants rushed from the house the boys ran upstairs
and grabbed all the money and jewelry lying loose.
They told of getting $38 in one house, $5 i11 another
and various pieces of jewelry. They spent the money
on movies, candy and cigarettes.

TOURING ON BOILING LAKE
One of the unusual experiences provided by the
New Zealand Government Tourist Bureau for visitors to New Zealand is a launch ride across one of
the larger boiling lakes in the thermal region of the
. North I slands. This lake is called Rotomahana,
which is the native Maori name for "warm lake."
As the launch glides across the surface huge clouds
of steam rise in the wake of the boat and because of
the peculiar opaque green color of the water makes
a most weird effect.
For a hundred feet or more from the shore, the
water is extremely hot, but in the centre the lake is
only lukewarm because of the great depth of the
water. Wild ducks frequent the centre of the lake
but always seem to know just where to alight with
comfort. _,

PEARL SHORTAGE
Since large pearls are no longer found in the
semi-exhausted fisheries of the Orient and the world
is confronted with a shorfage of one of its most
ancient and highly prized gems, dealers in the American market are looking hopefully to the development of the pearl fishing industry in Lower California and on the Venezuelan coast.
The Venezuelan government has begun a close
supervision over its pearl fisheries and a conservation of their output. The pearl oyster beds are located at Margarita Island, Cubagua, 1Tirano, Pearlamar, Maracapana, Macanao· and Gotfo de las perlas. When Columbus discovered the mainland of
South America in 1498, he found the Indians working
these beds in the hands of the Spaniards, the pearl
coast became famous for its wealth in these gems
off the sea. When L'Ollonois, Roe Braziliano and
Sir Henry Morgan were s\ve~ping the Spanish Main
with the piratical jolly roger at their masthead,
the pearl :fishe1·ies were frequently plundered. '
In the pearling season to-day, 4.S>9 vessels and
2,000 divers work along the coast and among the
islands. The annual product of Ma:rguarita Island
alone is valued at $600,000. An immense pearl with
an estimated value of $100,000 was found at Margarita in 1579 and presented to King Philip of Spain.
The Venezuelan pearls are of good orient and colpr
and are noted for their number of baroques or .inegularly shaped pearls.
Perhaps the richest pearl fisheries in America lie
along the west coast of the Gulf of California from
La Paz to the Island of Loreto and around Tiburon
across the gulf on the Mexican coast. Pearls are
also found in some abundance on both ,the eastern
and western coasts of Mexico, Nicaragua and Puerto
Rico. The Pearl Islands off the coast of Panama
have been famous for their pearls for centuries.

BILLY SUNDAY SPEEDS BARLEYCORN TO
GRAVE
"Billy" Sunday preached a John Barleycorn funeral service in Norfolk, Va., before an aµdience of
more than 10,000 persons which attended mock obsequies. The ceremony began at the railroad station
where the "corpse" in a coffin twenty feet long arrived on "a special train from Milwaukee." Twenty pall bearers placed the coffin on a caniage and
marched beside it through the streets to Sunday's
tabernacle, while His Satanic Majesty trailed behind in deep mourning and anguish.
At the tabernacle door Sunday met the col'tege
with a delighted grin The Devil, wearing a mask
and simulating a state of deep dejection, sat with
the mourners.
"Good-by, John" said the evangelist at the end
of his sermon. "You were God's worst enemy; you
were Hell's best friend. I hate you with a perfect
hatred; I love to hate you."
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gether as old buffalo bulls were in the habit of doing.
From the horse ranch of M. E. Post, about fifteen
miles north of this city, nearly two hundred mares
have wande1·.ed away, and it is believed that at least
By Paul Braddon.
one-half of them have joined the wild horses.
The wildest horses are compact little animals,
Wild horses have bec,ome so. numerous on the
plains that some of the stockmen in the vicinity of weighing from 500 to 1,100 pounds. The majority
Cheyenne have organized a huntirig party whose ob- of them weigh about 800 pounds and stand about
ject will be to thin them out. The hunters are pro- fourteen hands high. In color they are usually
vided with long-range rifles, fleet ponies, and sup- brown, sorrel-, or bay. A gray is seldom seen, unless
plies and forage enough to last all winter, and they it is a horse that has strayed away from civilization.
· will endeavor to make a clean job of it. Thefie Their tails grow long, frequently dragging the
horses have existed on the plains for many years, ground, but their manes are like those of Gther
but of late they have been increasing very fast. horses, and not flowing to the kned as they are
They are quick to scent the approach of foes, fleet. represented in some books. The eye, probably from
as the antelope that may often be seen browsing being constantly on the watch, is larger than the
in security at their side, and as unmanageabl~ as eye of the domestic horse, and even when tamed
the wind. Native animals when turned loose on the eye remains a distinctive mark of the horse's
the prairie soon become wild, and if allowed to run origrn. Wild horses, when captured and trained,
without being disturbed breed very rapidly. Horses are superior to any other horse of the same size.
continually break away from their owne.rs and join Many of them am used by the cowboys, and others
the wild horses, and this is the reason why stock- are broken to harness and driven as carriage horses,
men are aroused over the subject. Men who crossed being entirely trustworthy.
the plains in 1849 encountered many wild horses,
Several men living in Sidney make a living by
and for years afterward they must have increased catching wild horses. Until five or six years ag0
rather than diminished. Horses stand the winter no one knew how 'to do it, and' very few outsiders
much better than cattle, and unless the weather is now understand the methods adopted. Mr. Livingunusually severe will come out fat in the spring.
ston, of that town, describes the process as follows:
Every year large numbers of domestic horses es- "Two men always work together. Let them start
cape from the settle;rs. Some of them are found, out from Sidney, either north or south, and they are
but when mares escap~ they are n!!ver reclaimed. almost certain to find a .bunch within fifteen miles.
In wandering over the plains they encounter the The plan is then to pitch a tent and make a camp,
wild bands, and from that time forward are as wild and one of the men, mounted on his best horne,
as the others. The wild stallions are the guardians carrying with him a few cold biscuits or something
of the bands. Always on sentinel duty, they give else convenient to eat, starts after the bunch. He
the alarm when any enemy approaches. In a mo- does not ride very fast: and at first does not atment the stragglers are rounded in, a fleet-footed tempt to get near them, but is content to keep th.e
stallion leads the van, and with others at the flanks bunch moving, not allowing them to stop and eat.
away they go in a thundering charge. Nobody has The horses may ·go only ten or a dozen miles, or
yet been able to overtake them. Sometimes they they may go fifty or sixty, but no matter how far
are lassoed or shot, but such a thing as heading they run, they will turn back and scent the range
them off in a race is out of the question.
where they started. If they go far, the mettle of
The range of the wild horses at present extends the rider and his horse will be tried to the utmost.
from Tex.as to the southern Dakota line. They are The bunch must be kept moving, and there is no
more numerotfs in northern Colorado, Wyoming, and chance to change saddle horses until they turn, of
western Nebraska than anywhere else on the plains. their own accord, and pass near the camp.
On the Republican river, on the divide between the
"If the weather be clear and the nights not stormy
South Platte and the Lodge Pole and the North the rider will continue after the animals, sometimes
Platte, and as far east as the heads of the Loup and half a mile behind and sometimes within a hundred
the Dismal rivers, the horses range at will. Fiive or yards. It makes no difference whether it be dark
six years ago they could be found on the divide or light, the horse that is ridden and that is trained
between Sidney and Sterling in bunches of fifty or to the business, follows after the herd. When the
seventy-five, but now a bunch of twenty-five is con- first rider succeeds in turning the bunch and bringsidered large. Sometimes there is more than one irfg them back to the camp, he is relieved by the
stallion in a band, but one of them is always acknowl.:. second, who, with 1:\ fresh hotse, starts after them,
edged as chief, winning this distinction by many while his companion turns in and takes a muchhard fought battles with hi rivals. One bunch of needed rest. This time . they will not probably go
eleven horses recently seen near Sidney was entirely so far. After a while they become tamer, and the
composed of stallions, but this is explained on the hunter can turn · them at pleasure. This may retheory that they were probably driven out of vari- quire a week, or it may be done in a couple of days.
ous herds when young, and gradually herded to- If the horses do not become scared they will not run
'I
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so far and are m01·e easily managed. When the bunch naturalist has succeeded in taming a few individuals
becomes worried and starved out it is driven toward but only by the expenditure of much patience and
the nearest corral. Formerly cor rals were erected perseverance. A spider has no idea of the value of
especially for the purpose, but now r anches are so time, and the person who would secure their confi .
j dence must possess an almost unlimited. stock of
numer ous that they are not needed any more.
"Once inside, the wildest of the band are caught, patience, otherwise it is simply waste of time to atand chains are fastened to their legs. Men walk tempt the task. It is true that hunger may compel
among them and treat them kindly, and they soon them to become tame (i. e. to accept insects that
learn that there is nothing to be feared. They are are offered them), if they are shut up without any
turned loose in any ordinary pasture, and when they natural supply of food, but when one leaves them
are wanted they are driven to the corral and roped. free and only supplements their ordinary diet it takes
If two men can gather a bunch of ten or a dozen a long time before they lose their suspiciousness.
horses in a week, they of course, make a good sum One naturalist tells of one occasion when sitting moof money out of the transaction, as the animals will tionless for nearly three hours, holding a fly within
sell at from $30 to $50 each; but misfortune some- tempting reach of a house spider, it ·was well nigh
times overtakes them when in pursuit. A . bunch impossible to tempt the spider. The fly was almost
may run away from their pursuers entirely, and not touching her, but she was too wary a c~eature to
be found for several days, or a storm coming up in seize a fly whose wings were held in a pair of pin- '
the night may prevent his following them, and com- cers. Eventually the frantic kicks of the fly proved
pel him to give up the chase, ·or possibly he will too much for her, and she gripped it fiercely in a
overestimate the strength of his horse, apd ride the death embrace.
The naturalist finally got her so tame that she
faithful animal until he drops.
"The present movement of the stock-raisers would run out from her nest and take flies directly
threatens to put a stop to this business. Mounted he dropped them into her web, or even accept them
upon their grain-fed horses the hunters will pursue from the pincers. Nor would she trouble to retreat
the wild bands when they are somewhat weakened to her nest when, having sucked a fly dry, the natuby the rigors of winter. Riding as close as possible ralist removed its shriveled body from the snare, so
the men will shoot the stallions frdm time to time. little was she frightened. As the autumn advanced
It is hoped that by spring nearly all the stallions and flies became scarce the naturalist thought he
will ' have l;>een killed and that the capture of the would try to feed on raw meat and thus save himmares by the whol~sale will then be made possible." self time and trouble. He took a piece of meat about
' the size of a fly's body and attached to it the
.. ... • ., ..
legs, wings and head of a fly that he had previously
ABOUT SPIDERS
killed and cut up for this purpose.
The experimenter was rather pleased with the
Spiders are far more numerous than the average
person would suppose; in this country alone, it is effect of his sham insect, and dropped it on to the
said, we possess about 550 species. Yet of these web with considerable confidence, he felt so sure of '
only two are re.ally familiar objects to every one- the success · of his experiment. The spider, accusthe house spider, which is responsible for the thick tomed to true flies being offered her, ran out of her
sheetlike webs that fill up neglected corners of our retreat at once, but stopped short at a distance of
houses, and the garden spider, whose wheel-like about an inch from the sham fly, wavered for one
snare, dewladen in the early morning, is one of the instant, and then returned to her nest. For three
successive days the man continued to drop into he:r
most beautiful objects of the garden.
The eyes of the spider are simple, and may be snare at frequent intervals these pieces of dressed
two, four, six, or eight in numbe1·. We do not know up meat, but she was never again deceived into
much about the senses of spiders, but with regard leaving her nest to investigate them at closer quarto their eyesight certain broad statements may be ters. Whether she detected the fraud by sight or
safely made. In the hunting and jumping spiders, by smell he had no means of telling.
Experiment was made in the same manner with
which make no web, but either · run their prey to
earth in open chase or else stalk it cautiously before two other spiders of the same species, but they
springing, the sense of sight is well developed; their proved equally difficult to deceive, and, unfortueyes are often large and brilliant and sometimes nately, the naturalist continued these experiments
placed on little turrets or tubercles raised above the for so long, hoping that in time they would make
level of the cephalothorax, which gives them a wider up their minds to taste this new kind of prey, that
range of vision. Sight is not highly developed in they completely lost their trust in him, and would
these sedentary creatures who rely on their snares not afterward ·take the real flies he offered.
for the capture of prey, and their eyes frequently
show a dull glazed appearance and are small in size;
"Have a good time at the masquerade ball?''
but though their vision is not keen, their .sense of
"You bet. I was made up so my wife didn't know
touch is extremely fine.
As regards their intelligence opinions vary. One me."
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.man appears in the Medical Times for October, 1919.
The writers obtained postage stamps from fifty different places, note, being made in each case whether
NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 13, 1920,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the stamps were kept exposed on the desk or li.eld
for sale in a drawer or cash register. LaMrntory
tests showed that no stamp was free from germs.
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
Twenty of them contained colonies too numerous to
count. Among the germs were colon bacilli, staphy7 Cents
Single Coples ..•..•.... , •••..••••.•••••••••..• •••• •
lococci, streptococci, p:heumocacci and diptheroid
90 Cents
One Copy Three .\lonths ........................... .
Ono Copy Six :Uontbs ..•..•...•••••.••••••••••••••. $1.75
bacilli. Apparently there was little difference in bac3.50
One Copy One Year ...............•...•..••••••••••
terial content between the stamps exposed on the
Canada, $4.00;IForcign, $4.50.
aesk and those kept in drawers. The amount of
POSTAGE FREE
danger presented by these organisms cannot be statHOW TO $END '.'101''"EY-At our risk send P. 0. Money
'Order. Check or Registered Letter: re mittances tn any other
as unfortunately, no tests were made to detered,
way 11re at your risk, \Ve acce[lt Postage Stamps tile same as
mine-.. the virulence of the germs. In commenting
cash. When sending sih-er wrap tile Coin in a separate piece
of paper to avoid cutting tbe ~uvelope. \Y.rite your name and
on these rnsults, American Medicine, while not enn.ddr1ss [llainly. Address letters to
couraging the common practice of moistening stamps
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,
with the tongue, points out that if stamps were a
166 West 23d St., New York
grave source of infection a very large percentage
of the population would undoubtedly be suffering
from infections due to this cause. The fact is that
GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES most oral cavities will reveal the presence of some
Wildcats have killed six large buck deer in Kaul or all of the organisms above mentioned whether
Park, at Trout Run, near St. M.-:y's, Pa. The car- stamps have been licked or not.
casses of the deer have been found on· the preserve
and from indications it is believed many more of
GRINS AND CHUCKLES
the animals have met the same fate, Kaul Park,
"What'~ the new cook so amused over?" "She's
which is ope of the finest game preserves in the
State, is now the scene of a big hunt for the cats. looking at the diploma I got at the cooking schpol,"
Two have been shot but many others have been able faltered the bride. "I hung it in the kitchen."
to escape the hunters.. Dogs used to trail them have
beeµ killed.
"Hello, old man. I hear you arc going to marry
Swift. I congratulate you on your good taste."
Miss
John Bridgewater of the high school football team
all off. Not going to marry at all." "Conthat's
"Oh,
Beaver City, Nebraska, after a game the other day
on your good sense."
you
gratulate
not
could
He
knee.
right
felt a sharp pain in his
determine the cause; but as the hours passed and
the pain grew worse he 'o/ent to a physician. An
Mrs. Jones-Oh, dear, I have. just broken my new
X-ray showed an obstruction in the knee. Bridge- smelling bottle! Mr. ·Jones-It is like you! All your
water then recalled that he had been stabbed by a belongings are either broken or shattered. Mrs.
catfish when swimming last su~mer. Until after Jones-Quite true, John! Even you are a bit
the game he had not been bothered. The physician cracked!
removed the horn of the fish.
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In connection with the efforts being made by
American manufacturers to in rease their sales in
China, it is wor4;h while to note the ·success attained
· by the large department stores in Canton and Shanghai. These establishments have introduced the fixedp1•ice system of mer:chandizing with excellent results, and their large trade in foreign goods has induced most of the other native stores to carry imported lines. A chain of U. S. department stores
in the principal cities of China would be of incalculable benefit to American trade generally. They
would display an unlimited number of different lines,
exclusively American, and the advantage of goods
new· to the Chinese :itiarket could be explained.

"There's a fasting man who has been living for
forty-five days on water." "That's nothing. My
father lived for twenty years on water." "Go on!"
"Yes; he was a sea captain."
She-I'm going to give you back our engagement
ring. I love another. He-Give me his name and address. She-Horrors! Do you mean to go and kill
him? He-No, I want to sell him the ring.

Bacon-What are these "oil gushers" we read so
much abqut in the newspapers nowadays? Egbe1·tDidn't y u eve_r see one'? "Why, no. Did you?"
•
"Sure! If you'd been here ten minutes ago you
A discussion of 'The Postage Stamp as a ·Possi- would have seen one, too. Ile just dropped in to try .
ble Source of Infection" by J. Diner and G. Horst- and sell me some oil stock."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
WHY THE SEA HAS DIFFERENT COLORS
SMUGGLING DOPE
"The deep blue sea!" sings the poet. •
About two years ago it was found that great
"Tommyrot !" exclaims the traveller. "It is as
quantities of prepared opium were being smuggled
into the Philippines, where it found a ready sale at green as an emerald. I've seen it."
"So have I," hotly declares the poet. "It is blue."
big prices. Aside from the violation of the revenue
The poet and the traveller are in about the sartfe
laws, the natives, like those of China, were becoming
addicted to the use-of the drug and the Government position as the blind men and the elephant. One
determined to break up the business. Accordingly felt the trunk, the other the tail, and then they
all vessels coming into the islands were subjected quarrelled about it, although both were right-as
far as they went.
'
to a most rigid scrutiny.
The sea is both green and blue. In sorrie places
By one of these unexpected twists of fate, better
known as chance, the skillfully laid plot of the smug-. it is nearly always blue, in others it is nearly always
g!ers was exposed at the_ time !rancis Burton Har- green. Scientists d~clare that the quantity of salt,
nson went to assume his duties as the Gcwernor- in the water has a great deal to do with this. They
General of the Philippines. Two trunks filled with point out that the more rapid the evaporation of
opiunr were found among the luggage of his party. the water from the heat of the sun, the greater
Lest the reader fear that the distinguished Gover- amount of salt there is in the water, and that the
nor of the archipelago had become a lawbreaker, it water that is extremely salt is always blue, while
may be said at once 'that Mr. Harrison had been the water that does not contain such a large quanmade the unwitting accomplice of a gang of smug- tity of salt is greerl.
This then would make the col01~ of the sea a matglers who took advantage of the fact that he would
be ext:nded the ~ourtesies of tp.e por~. ~his is 8:n- ter of ~eogr~phy, or tem~erature, which is the same,
oth~1~ way _of saymg that because of his high official as temperature is a matt,er of geography. One proof
position his luggage was exempt from the usual of this claim, is held to be the Great Gulf- Stream,
which flows like a river out of the hot Caribbean Sea
customs inspection.
There were 440 tins of the opium and it was val- and up thxough the Atlantic to the northwest, a
ued at $20,000. The drug was in a Gladstone bag stream g1·eater in volume than a hundred Missisand a trunk which bore the name of a distinguished sip'pis.
This stream of water is as blue as the sky on
member of Gov. Harrison's suite. It seems tb,at two
pieces of baggage were placed on board the Man- a fair day, while as it proceeds northward the waters
churia at Kobe, Japan, by Emilio Spatolio: who of the Atlantic on either side are quite green. The
succeeded in passing himself as a servant of the in- temperature of the Gulf Stream is about 74 degrees,
coming Governor-General. The Gladstone bag and Fahrenheit, while the Atlantic through which it flows
the trunk were actually passed with the other bag- is about 50 deg'i'ees.
As this stream flows northwest it widens, and at
gage.
It was after this shrewd bit of smuggling had been the same· time grows shallower. From a width of
accomplished that the secret service division learned almost forty miles off Florida, it stretches out to a
the details of the scheme. The two pieces of bag- width of about eighty miles off Cap~ Hatteras. But
gage were traced to a house in the outskirts of Man- it retains its blue tints. Up off Newfoundland this
illa. Chief Green and two of his assistants hastened stream becames so thin that the cold water breaks
there and peering in the open window found Spatilio through in patches, and here can be seen great
and a confederate taking the tins of opium from the patches of the cold water, green in color, in the midst
of the stretch of blue water.
trunk.
Away in the Arctic regions and in the Antartic
They burst into the house with pointed pistols
and ·demanded the opium in the name of the law. also, the water is always green. Around the equaThe two cres.t fallen smugglers, who had been chuck- .tor, where the ~eat is terrific, t~e water is alwa_ys
ling over the e3:se with which they had a_ccomplished blue. The Mediterranean. S~a is blue because its
the business, surrendered with.out a struggle. The Wjl-ters are warm. because it is penned up and gets
opium was seized and the chief culprits and their constnt e~aporati~n a~d because very few streams
of great size flow mto it. ,
tools were duly tried and punished.
Only a few years ago a great' stream of yellow
The sensational character of the arrest broke the
back of the smuggling industry in the Philippines. water was observed near the Gulf Stream. For a
There are occasional instances now and then, but month or more it was seen then it disappeared and
fear of the law has reduced-~'the crime to a mini- it is believed to have been mqddy water caused by
some volcanic upheaval beneath the water.
mum.
/
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GOOD READING
"JOKE" MAY CAUSE DEATH
In esc~ing from a room on the fifth floor of a
boarding house at No. 200 Madison Avenue, New
York City in which she had been locked as a. practical
joke, Miss Ida Durham, twenty-one years old stepped
through a skylight of an adjoining roof and fell to
the third floor.
An ambulance took her to New York Hospital,
suffering from a sprained back and possible internal
injuries.
STAG. ATTACKS LAWYER
Samuel M. Ankney, an attorney, Greensburgh,
Pa., has just returned home from a hunting trip in
Jefferson County in which he narrowly escaped
death ,vhen attacked by a stag. Separated from the
rest of the party, he was standing , on an old log
looking for a rabbit when the stag suddenly emerged
from underbrush, charged at him before he even
had time to think of self-defense and knocked him
down. The stag was about to renew its attack when
Anlrney's cries for help brought his companions.
The animal, which fled into the forest, had' been
chased by dogs.
TAKE BULLET FROM HEART.
A surgeon at St. Joseph's Hospital, Omaha, took
the heart out of Steve Zakich, an Austrian who had
shot himself, removed the bullet from the heart, replaced the organ and sewed up the incision. Four
days after Zakich ate solid food and is practically
out of danger.

The operation was performed when the bullet
had been in Zakich's heart nearly thirty-six hours.
The first doctors to sec the man after he had shot
himself thought he would die in a few minutes. In
performing the operation the surgeons cut through
three ribs to reach the heart. Dr. rSimanek was the
chief ' operator.
SOAP ,STIRS UP GEYSERS.
Visitors to the thermal region of the Black Water
Valley in Nfw Zealand are seldom disappointed in
their anticipation in seeing real geysers at work.
There are hundreds of geisers throughout this region, and usually one or more of the larger ones are
in play, but it so happens sometimes that they become inactive without any appa1·cnt cause and fail
to perform properly, despite the fact that scores of
tourists are then within the reservation.
When this happens somebody usually drops a cake
of soap down the outlet of the geyser, and then there
is enough action to suit all concerned.

SCENARIOS

HOW TC
WRITE THEM

Price 3~ Ct'ots Per Copy
By JAMES P. COGAN
This book contains all the most rec nt rhangE's in the mQtl1ocl or
constru ctio n nnd submission of scenarios. Six I y Lessons. covering ever.v phase of scenur:o writing. from tl1e most elementa l
to the mostl u<lvanretl pl'inC'iples. This trenti se· co,-ers every thing a person must know in order to mnke mo1wy as a s·uccessful scenario writer. For sule by all X1•ws dealers and
Rook-Stores. If you cannot procure a copy, SP11Cl us the price,
35 c~nts. in motley or posrnge stamps, and we will mail you one,
postage fr~e. A<ldress
L. SENARENS. 219 Se,•-,nth A,·e .. New York, N . Y.
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''MYSTERY MAGAZINE" '' Movine Pict re Stories"
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colo.red Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous Artists-Fine Presswork
It contains exciting :rnd mysterious detective stories, sketches,
novelettes. serials at1d a large amount ot other interesting matter.
Order a copy from this list.
LATEST ISSUES No.
No.
WITH 30
47 THE HOl:;SJc
{6 THE MASKED liIYSTE:rtY,
STEPS, by Ralph D. Porter.
11:r Police Serc eant Kelly.
CLO CK
TI:LJ;J
48 WHEN
• H THE 1H,J.CK SOUL, by
STRUCK 13, hy Dr. Harry
Eeulah Po:,-ater.
Enton.
by William
,12 SANCTUARY,
49 A PIECE Oli' BLOTTING
Hamilton Osborne.
PAPER, by Dorothy Weber.
43 THE MY!lTERY OF THE
50 THE $200,000 MYS'£ERY, by
by
SHADOWS.
SEVEN
Ethel Roseill!'n.
Charles F. Oursler.
H THE SIGN OF THE DRA·
51 "THE CASE OF DOCT<1R
GON. by C. Martin Eddy,
BRICE," 'by Mary R. P.
.
Jr.
Hnt ch.
45 "THE MAGIC OF DETECTIVE WOO FANG," by • 52 "THE PHAN'l'OM MOTOR,"
by Laura Reid l\fot1tgomery.
Frat1k Wh!U!eld.
53 "THE BLACKJACK," by
4G THE DECOY. by Wl!llam
William Hamilton Osborne.
Hamilton Oshorne.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 54 is
"THE WHISPERING HEAD," by Charles F. Oursler
.F RANii TOUSEY, Publisher. 168 W. 23d St .• New York City.

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday

32 Pages of Reading.

Each number contait1 s Firn Stories of the Best Films on the
Screens-Elegat1t Half-ton e Scenes from Lile PlaYs-Intercsting
Articles About Prominent People in the J;'ilms-Doings ot
Actors and Actresses in tile Studios and While Picture-making-Lessons in Scenario Writing.
THIS

LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU lllORE FOR
111ONEY '£HAN .L"Y OTHER snnLAR PUBLlCA'rION ON THE lllAHKt,;T!

YOUR

Its authors are tbe -rery best that monc>· cun procure; Its
profuse illu strations are exquisi te, and its special Rrticles are by
the greatest experts in their particular line.
Buy a copy Now from your uew sdealer, or send us 7 cents In
money or postage stamps, and we will mail yo11 any number
you desire.

HARRY E. WOLFF, P11b., 166 W. 23d St.., New York City

Read These Letters
Fram Happy Bays:
Bhowa Clear Plctu_,.
I bave been very slow tn aendln& you an answer. I received

my Mov!Dg Picture Machine a
!ew weeks aa;o and I think It ls

tu~::~rea~ 1t!~ ~ ;~ut1:,E1~t
0

0

"-'OU ld. I am very proud or It.
,I thank you very much for lt
and I Am &lad to have Jt. I

,n.ve an entertainment

two

days after I &ot It. Leopold
Lamontagne. 54 Summer Ave.,
Central Falls, R. I.

Sold HI• for $10.00
and Ordered Another
Some tlme a&o I 1ot one or
your Machines and I am very

much pleased with It. Alter
work1n& It for about a month I
1old It for 110.00 to a !rlend or
mllle. He has It and entertalaa

his family nlcbtly.

I bava now

decided to ~et another one or
l&~tt~b~~. N. D~~U&el

S a ~ . hawking, spitting
and coughing. Why do ,o•
have catarrh anyway? You
were not born with catarrh
-you contracted it. This
ofienslve, unwholesome, disagreeable complaint fastened
Itself upon you and grew.
Nature in trying to prevent
more serious conseq uenres
due . to tbe congestion in
your body, llnds an outlet
tor tbe accumulated waste,
by way of catarrh.
You
cannot get rid of 1t tbe way
you are going-sprays, lotions,
snuffing
po,Ydrrs ,
drugs and medicines won't
atop It. You know catarrh
leads to other troubles-se rious
ones-throat,
lungs ,
stomach, Intestines-all become affected.
You can
l'he•Perfect Man never enjoy good health If
Stronirfort
you bave catarrh; .vou won't
be efficient in anything as
long as you bave catarrh, and it detracts
from your personality to be hawking aud
en offing around others.

Build Yourself Up
Be CI e u n-Wholesome-Healtby- Vlrile.
Go at 1t tbe right way. Nature's way; no
drugs, no medicines, and you banish catarrh from your system. Let me show you
bow, by my method of health building,
body developing, called

STRONGFORTISM
Its practice never fails-it bnilds new tissue, gives brawn and muscle, It invigorates

.A Real
Moving
Picture
Shaw in
Your Own Home

Better Than • $12.00
Maohlno
I am·e1ow about turnlnr In my

ii~r~r~ l~i~iYnebl'st ,TiYrftb0t~ln,

\ llave bad It a Joni' time and It
bas not been broken yet. I
hu.ve seen a 112.00 Machine but
l'{OUld not awar, mlne tor lt.
Robert Lineberry, care
or Revolution Store.

Remember, this Is a Gcnu·lnl"
Oroenboro. N. C.
l\lovlng l'h'ture lllacblue and the
motion pictui-es I are clear-, sharp and
distinct.
The
Moving Picture
llfaohino
finoly constructed, and carefully put
gether b y skilled workmen.
It is made of
Russian Metai, bas a beautiful J;uiob, and ia
operated by !l fi!lely constructed mechanism, consist·
in& of an ei11ht wheel "movement. eto.
Tho projectin11
lenses are carefn!!y ground and adjusted, triple polished,
standard double extra relleotor, tbrowi ng :> ray of lia;bt
many feet, and enlarging the picture on tbe screen up
to three or fonr [eet in area. The lig!Jt is produced by
a safety carhidP genf'rator, such as is used on the largest automubiles. This throws a dazzlin& wbite li&ht uf
500 cR.ndle-power on the acreen.
It is not a toy; it is a eolidl_v constru~ted and durable
Movini Picture Machine. The meobnniem is exceed·
initlY simple and is readily operated by tbe most incxp~rienced.
The pictures shown by this marvelous
Moving Picture :\lachine are not tbc common, crude
and lifeless Mnaio Lantern variety, but are life-like pbotoare.phic reproductions of actual uoene:5,' places and_ people,
which never tire its audiences. This Moving Picture Machine
has caused a rousin~ enthusiasm wherever it is used.
Thi• Moving Picture Machine which I wnnt to aend
you FREE, a;ives clear and life-li~e Movin& Pictures as are
obown at any rea;ular Moviua; Picturo show. It Bashes
movin& pictures on the sheet before you. This Machine
and Box of Film are FUEE-al:-eolutely free to every boy in thia land who wants to write for
an Outfit, free to a;irlo and free to older people.
Read MY OFFER below, which 1how1 you
bow to get this Marvelous Machine.

Haw Yau Can Get This Great Moving Picture
Machine-Rea d My Wonderful Offer ta Yau
DERE JS what you are to do in order

to get this amazing Movine Picture Machine and the real
Movin& Piotures: Send your name and address-that is all. Write name and address very plainly.
!\fail to-day. As soon ~s 1 receive it I will mail you 20 of the most beautiful premium pictures you
ever saw-all brilliant and shimmering colors. These pictures are printed in many colors and
among0 ~e titles arc such subjects"" "Betsy Ross Making the Fir.I A mmcan Flag"-" Washington at
Home, -"Battle of Lake Ene," etc. I want you to distribute these premium pictures on a special
80-cent offer among the people you know. When you
~
h~ve distributed the 20 premiu:n pictures on my liberal
S" r"
-1Jer you will have
S6 .00. Send the
r
16 ,00 to .me and I collected
will immediately send yo u
FREE the !lfovinit Picture Machine with com- Good for Moving Picture Offer
plete Outfit and the Box of Fil ru.
<
• '
Simply cut out this Free Coupon,

I

50.000 of these 1nachlnes have made
SBeO,OtQhOebollr~s·•t ",·nn~.P ~·., tAowus wte c ~teto n c~..
0
0 •
00 ~
, 00

M. CROFTON, Secy,,
615 W. 43d Street, Dept. 5i1, New York
-

PLEASE
USE
COUPON

ree Coupon

pfn It to a sheet of r,aper, mall to me

wttb your name and addreas written
~\~~n,,1[.,,attdo~c:.m ,i'~~~~ou the 20

M. CROFTON, Secy.,
615 W. 43d St., l>cp~a-~1. • New Yo,•

heart action, strengthens kidneys, and
makes the bowels move by their own natural strength. It makes every organ in
your body pulsate to health. Under this
kind of influence, catarrh quits for good, so
will constip_ation, indigestion, nervousness,
palpitation, rupture, rheumatism, weak
heart, poor memory, pbysicul weakness,
vital losses, short wind, and all sorts and .
kinds of aliments anti disorders.
I! you are too stout or too thin, flat
chested, or round sbouldel'.ed-Stront?fortism wlll alter it. It will make you grow in
vigor an(l virility-and nervous e n <'rg_v-lt
will r estore your vitality and k eep your
forces vital. No matter )vbat your condl·
tlon is now, or what ~its you contracted
or Indulged in-I -wm how you that you
renew yourselt
You
ant to bP strong,
h ealthy-a vlriie man- u want to be all
that a man ought to be and I can and will
show you how to make yourself the man
tbat is desirable from every standpoint.
Tell me your ail01ent ana. send three 2cent stamps to cover mailing expenses. and
I will semi .vou my book, "PROl\IOTION
AND CONSERVATION OF HEJALTH
S'£RENGTIT AND MENTAL ENERGY,'1
written for your Interest and welfare.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist
Newark, N. J,

1162 Strongfort In.stitute,

REAL PHONOGRAPH
FREE
Beautifully finished, nickel windin1

crank, sprin~ motor, speed reculator1
stop lever. New improved aouaca
box with mica dlaphra&m-

~NJntr~fl,,,~~Y~d'A.ctin:'~e ~!
ous machine in every way.
Delighted thounnd.t of homes.

SEND NO MONEY

Jud your name, and we will

Alli

you 24: ot our .lri Picture, to di ..
pose ot on 1peclal offer ai
each, Send us the 16 JOU. cot•
led and we will 1end thb new
fmproTed I. D. L. P.b.on01rap~
and a. sol,ction of 8 record.• free.

*

E. D. LIFE, Dept.2T46 CHICAGO

:~.~FREE
Gold-plated Lualllere and

~~~/;,~~!:':~l~&

~~a~cd
with Im. Watell, 1a1raatHd
quallt7 and 3 Gold-plated
Rinzs ALL FREE for
scUla~ 0017 JS pieces
Jewelry at 10 cents each.

Columbia Novelty Co.
Dt», ~2 luUl0t&o. . ...,.

B;EC OME SLE NDE R

For Health, Beaut7 and Persona lity

"

Actors and actresses who find it desirable to reduce their weight
and to have a more perfect symmetry of figure TTill tell you that Korein
system ls the reliable, eas~· and inexpensive way to become slender,
If you are over-stout. you 1:,alurally wish lo reduce )!Our weight
and improYc your symmetry. 1:01J know that by remaining fat you
are shortening your life and are not enjoying numerous adyantages
that wlll be yours when you BECOME SLENDER.
There Is one system that is becoming more famous dally because
away
1t ACTUALLY REDUCES. llfany make such remarks as "The fat seems to meltgentle,
like magic," and so on. because they are surprised and delighted at the steady,
K_OREIN
Q.F
OIL
of
use
the
lasting loss of burcl ~nsome aclil)osity. The secret lies in
which ls prepared In capsules. obtainable. at all busy druggists', and in f~lowing the
simple directions of the Korein system that come in each box. $100 GUARANTEE
you to
that you w111 lose 10 to 60 pounds-whate ver you need to. If Inconvenient for address
the
buy 011 of Korein at the druggists', you may send one dollar for a box to
wrapper,
plain
i_n
free
sent
Jjappily,"
Weight
"Reduce
below or write for book entitled
postpaid. No stre11uous exercising, 110 starving, 110 salts or ca/o»zel in Korem sJstem.

¥

KOREIN COMPANY, NS-601, Station F, · NEW YORK, N. Y.

fHROW YOUR VOICE BIG ..J.UE for IO 01s.
!,earn to throw your volce into a
trunk, underthebed,ou tin the hall
'# or anywhere. Lots of FUN fooling
the Teacher, Janitor, Polic~man or
Friends. The VENTRILO is a little instrument that fits into the
mouth out of sight. Anyone can
,use it. Never Fai Is. A 32 page book
,
on VENTRILOQUI SM seut with
the Ventrilo for l O eta, and~ eta. postage,
~

,- Kaiser's Dream

Will make you scream, given with above,
South Norwalk, Collll
IOY.lL NOY. CO .. BOT 9

E AD

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 So"th Wabash A ve,me, Chicago, for partic11la,-s abotd advertising in tliis magazine.
HELP WANTED-C ontinued
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
Splendid pay and

\\'& re\'ise voems,
wrlui music and guttran1 ~e to secure Jlubllcation. Submlt J)Oerns on any subject. Broadway Studio:!, 16::iC.
Fitzgernld lluilllin: , New York.
THE MASTER l<EYI for "GETTING A RAISE." Send
. 25 ota. NOW. G. E'. K. Supply Co., East BuU1er-

W[llTE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

1

ford. N. J.

AGENTS

AGENTS, make bit: profit selling our extracts. verfullles, cold c1·cams, face 1.10wd,rs, SI>kes. mcdlclncs,
etc.; IJtnutiful hleh-cra.lie line; exclusire t,rrHory:

Lacasslan Co. 1 Vept. 259. St.
aamnle !<oap free.
Louts. Mo.
HAM i-L0T~O-N~S-T=R~A-=P-=P-E--cR--cS::-Lc-U:-:-::R-::Ec-.-,L,-u_r_e_s_al"i-,-ki,-n"'d,--,ol
gaml'. .Cox 25 cts., fl.ve $1. Agents wanted. Hnm{1ton lllfg., Barnes City, Iowa.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS:
Unlimited at.lvaut-e 'J.'nnel 1f desi.red.
expenses.
ment. No ag-e ltmit. Three wontbs' home study. SitPrepare for perman~nt , position.
uatlon arranged.
Write for booklet C. M. 101, Standard Buslness '.l'ra.ln·
lu& Institute, Bufl'•lo. N. Y.
wi:uE ~~~uba~~l~Rs~ia ~.Ei~o'~,/c~!~~E r:,u:.ri~t~J

li.. ruft, Coffee aud entire line or Groctirles, as well :is
Paints, Roofing, Alurulnum \Vare a.ad Aulomoblle Olis,

with no rent to pa.y; no money invested; take largo
Coods are {Cllaranteed and proveo
Sleady,
Selliug experience not necessary.
quaHty.
Address, Hitchcockproflla.ble work for "workers.'·
Reference: Any
Hill Co., Dept. 249, CbJcago, Ill.
Bank or Express Co.

orders from samples.

MISCELLANEOUS

ART AND DEN PICTURES
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise poems,
write music nnU e-unrantee to secure publlcaUon. Sub~
ORIENTAL DANCER: she does re•l S>lorne wlnle,
mil poems on any subject. Broadway Stud.Josi 105C,
sealt:!d :l5 cts. Hamilton Mfg., Barues Cily, Iowa.
Itulldine-. t-:ew York.
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS, suu to please. Sen<! 25 eta. Flu:.a:~rald
big bWl<:h of
HwnlllOn Company, Darnc::~l~lY.c.,_ Io_w_•~· - - - - - BOYS: 20 latest liot Alr Cards with
magazines. printed matter sent you for 13 els., coin
COINS AND ST AMPS
or slampa. E&n_plre Su.1>vly Compauy, 24 Norris Ave.,
105 CHINA, ETC., with slamp dlctiouary, ~ els . .Al- Pawtucket, R. l.
bum (500 1Uu1traUon1) lC eta. .8ullard, BtaUon AtU BOOKS, PICTURES. Just what you want. Catalo1
Boston.
!rce. Unlt<d Sales Co .. RK. Sprln1fleld, Ill.
ELECTRICAL Tattooinc Machine, $3, $5 and $7. CataFOR THE HEAL TH
logue for ,lamp. J. H. Tewke, 1019 Vine, K, CinNo
CURED.
CHILBLAINS
AND
NAILS
INGROWING
knlfu. 110 J1llln. Rumcditts Fold ou trlu.J, qukk rellet. cinnati, 0.
50PHOT~O-S_ O_F_T_H_E_L_E_A_D_l~N-G-~M-O~V~I-E-F-,-,o-r_it_e-,.-,-1~0
\\'rha Eu ~ t-tle Eaton. Ui::11t. 53. Hrando11, Ortl!Oll.
Ct'nU1: 100 20 eentd. :Movie Portrait Co., Bath. Maine.
GEO. REY-NOLOS, who~ wd"hecJ . !!:IO. l~~~~s cutnL-,raouu:, :.tilt"¥ &1.:oJ un~omfurtalJlt>, reduced MS wch.:ht 24 FUN CREATING CARDS no<! big mall. 10c s!lv<r.
or
Oil
uslu:
by
dally
pound
to liU lb.:;. at rate of ouo
Durso. lJept. as, 25 Mulberry, N. Y. ('!ty.
~;~ ~·•. Obt&lua.ble &t busy drua sLoris everywhere in
1
MUSICAL
FOR SALE
WRIT~ THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write music.
ruarantee publisher's accevtautt-. Sub!nit poems on
SILK REMNANTS. Lariest packages yet ofl'ered.1 Souare
of stamped satin free with evur.1 uackaae. l!l cts. JJatriotism, Jove· or any suLjPct. ('Ue,;itn Mus1c Co., 920
So. Michlian Ave., Suite 249. ('hlcngo, Ill.
:lffcrs. Aeency. Pottland_._i_le_•._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
100.000 USED BOOKS for 1>o1.le, 25 ds. up. Sume cost WRITE A SONG-Lo\'e, Molher. Home, Childhood.
I compose music nud
$10.l.lO new; Hbtr... ry. Scl~ntlnc, 'l'tchnical. Schmce,
uatrioUc or any subject.
'l'boma.s
Etc. Catalogues 10 C'ts. .lticCartJ1y, 1061 '\Vc:tt Van ~arantee oubllcatlon.
Se.od words to-day.
Buren St., Chicago, 111.
llerlin, 293 Reaper Block, Chicago.
HELP WANTED
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise i,oems.
write mUl:ilc and ~aranteo to secure publlcatton. SubLADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to addre99 envel·
oves and mail adverUsina mattttr at home tor large mit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,
Can make Ji'ltzrerald Building, Nen• York.
mail order firms, spare or whole tline.
$10 to $85 wkly. No capital or eXfJerlence reQuired.
WRITE WORDS FOIi A SONG. We write the
Book expJatns everyt11lnc; send JO eta. to co"fer postaee, YOU
music, publlsb and st!cure a cop1ri&bt. Submit poems
etc. "'urd Pub. Co .• Dox 77. 'J.'llton, N. Ir.
on any subject. The MetropoUtan Studios, 914 South
SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES Ml<'hiitan Ave., Roow. 141. Chicago, lJI.
Earn bl& monev. Travel ereryare ln demand.
PCEMS? I have best proposition.
Learn this profession by HAVE YOU SONG
li.. asclnatlng work.
l\'here.
Ray Illbbeler, DlOI, 4010 Dlckeua An., Chlcaio.
School of
America
Particulars free.
home study.
Criminology, ,Dept. M, ])etrolt. llflch.
PERSONAL
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity !or men and women WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise poems,
for secret JnvestlJ?atlon 1n your di.itrlct. \Vrlte C. T.
to secure publication. Subauarnntee
and
music
write
Ludwlr. 521 \\"estover Bldg .. K11m~as C"Ity .. Mo.
mit pocma on any subject. Broadway Studios, 1650,
WANTED-Stories , Articles, Poems for new magazine. J.~lt1.i:-Prald B11Udtn1, New York.
We pay on accepumce. Typed or ha.ndwdtten MSS.
26, ..would marry, Write for pica=ptable. Send i1ss. to \\'omau'• National Ma,aziue, LONELY MAIDEN, Syracuse.
N. Y.
ture. Box ISOK*
J)esk 18', Wa1hlutGA. l>. -

------- ------- -

6 Songs, words and music; 25 Pictures Pretty Girls ;40 Ways to Make
Money: 1 Joke Book; 1 Book on
l,o\'e; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book I,etter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook ,Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; 1
Toy J\Ial..er Book; Language of
Flowers; 1 Mo1se Telegraph Alphabet; 12 Chemkal Experiments;
Magic Aire Table; Great North Pole
Game; JOO Conundrnms; 3 Puzzles;
All
12 Games; 30 Verses for Autograph Albums.
the above by mail for 10 cts. and 2 ets. postage.
BOY..U. SALES CO., Box %0 , South Norwalk, Conu,

PERSONAL -Continued

MAR RY RICH, hundreds anxious, description list free,
sattsraction ruarantee<.l. Select Club, Dcvt. A, Em-

poria, Kansas.

Mtr~~~~n~ ~~x
1

~/C~d!:ar~~-~ln&ai~f~. s~,~~i1.

Mrs.

IF YOU WIGH a prelty· and wealthy wire, writti me
enclosing a statJJ.tJed , envelope . and I wlll answer.
Lilllan Sproul. Station II, Cleveland. 0.
MAR RY: 1'ames, Addresses, la(Hes and gentl~men desir Sweetht;art'.:i :,\Ingadne,
ing early marriage 25 cts.
Harnes City, lowa.
Thousands congenial people, worth from
MARRY:
$1,000 to S;j0,000 seeking early marriage, <le,criptlon,
photo~. Introductions free. &-al~J. Either s1:;,c. ~end
no money, Address Standard Cor. Club. Grayslake,_!!_!:.
THOUSANDS LONELY. , Conge111"' peo11lo
MARRY worlh $5,000 to $350,000 seeking marrla.~e. Bit list
sent free . Ralph Hyde, 253 (..l.2) 'Minna Strett, San
1i'rancis(•o, Cal.
GET MARRIED - Best Ma.tr'lmontal Magazine 11uUitshed.
Mailed FREE. Many worth from $1,000 and. upward
wanted to get married, either sex. American DiStributor.
Blalrsvllle, Pa.
SIXTH AND _SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptlan
secrets. Black a.rt, other rare book3. CatalOi free.
Star !Jool< Co .. RK4, Camde", N. J.
MARRY. Successful "llome M:aker"; lrnru.lreds rich.
Ucliable, years or experience; tlescrll)tions treC:i. "Tho
iiuccessful C:' lulJ," Box 556, Oakland, ('al.
For sure surces~ )mndr~tl select wealth:,
MARRY.
1Uerubers, both s~x. wishing marriage; ·strictly con·
t1deutb.l; most rellu.ble; yeat'S l"XJJerlence in this work;
only l1onorabl~ J)eople wanted. .li""ree list. The Suc1•e:ssful C'upi<l, Mrs. Cappel. Rt.ix 115, Oakland. Cat
MARRY; \\"e:llth, Beauty, Ladles listed free.' Large
rn<1tl'irooriial pape1· free for sLamp. Cupid's B.eei.ster.
Plloenlx. Arizona.
MARRY FOR SPEEDY MARRIAGE: absolutely the
Oest. largest In the country; est.abllshed 14 years,
thousands wealU1y mcmbe~. both s~xes, wishing ea-rlJ
marriage, couttd~utinl dt::scriptions fn:e. 'fhe OIJ ReJlable Club. Mrs. \Vruhel. 7:i~ M11.dison. Oakland. Cat:

PHOTO PLAYS

TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS. llfy book tell•
wher--e to stud, tirn..'Ourages, givi:s model,
L. \V.
copyri&ht and other pointer~ for 50 els.
chiFratt-s. Deot. R, P. 0. n. 1461. Boston. lfass.
LEARN

how, what,

SCIENTIFIC

YOUR LIFE STORY in the stars. Send birth dato an\l
<lime for trial readlng, Eddy, 1340 East 55th, Chicago.
U. S. A .. Apartment n.
ASTRO[OGICAL READING given with IC•y to Health .
10 els. b!J'thdate, worth '$1. Joseph L. Devero, 123
West MadJson Strf'et. Chica,o.
CRYSTAL GAZING, tho crate, Send sell addressed
stamped en,eJope for free lnstrucUona. Prof. Zanclc.
Box 531, Asbury Park. N. J.

STAMMERING

ST-STU-T-T-TERI NG nnd stammering cured at homo.
Walter McDonnell, 15
Instructive booklet free.
Potomoo Bank Bldg., \Vashington. D. C.

STORIES WANTED

WANTED STORIES. Articles. Poems ror new magazine.
Ca.sh paid on accentancc. Tyved or handwritten MSS.
Send MSS. to Kat'l Story Magazine, 11
acceptable.
Vanderb!lt Bldg.. N. Y.

TdBACCO HABIT

TO BACCO or Snufl' Habit cured o, no pay. $1 ii
cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co., PC,
Baltimore, Md.

\

Immediate possession oh our liberal Ea•y Monthly Payment tilan

Gold-plated La•olllere &ad
Chai•, ~.ir Barb•b•, ·Gold•
pint cl!. :&:r~uslon Braeele&:
with tm. Wak1a,guran.t.ee.
qua11t1 and 3 Gold-plated

-the moat liberal terms ever offered

on a high J{l'ade bi4'ycle.
FACTORY TO RIDER prices save
1ou money. We mnke our b1c:,cles

Rinrs ALL FREE for

m our own new model factory and
sell direct to you. We put renl
qualit1 in them and our bicycles
must satisfy you.
44 STYLES, colors. and sizes to

scllln11

line. Send for big beauti!ul catalng.
Many parents advance the flnt
l)DYment and energetic bovs by odd
Jobs- paper routes, delivery for
stores, etc., make th• blcycle earn
money to meet the small monthly PavmentB.
DELIVERED FREE on Approval and 30 DAYS
TRIAL.... Select the bicycle you want and terms
that suit you-cash or essy payments.
1amps, horns, wheels. sundries and parts for .n
n
bicycles-at halt u1ualprices. SEND NO MONEY
but write today for the big new catJl,Jog, prices and terms.

Tl ~Es

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept. €1188

Chicago

51.EUTH
Gu,ranleed, 1/7ill shp
th~.•,nost vicious dog (or
m,nt) witJ,out p~rman_.-ut in,&rJ, Perfectly safe
~arry. Fires and re•
Jarges by pullin~ trigger. Loads
om any liquid. No cartridges rclircd. Over six shots in one Jo:i.ding. All
,;:cah.rs,or by mail 25c. Money order or
stamps; no coins. PARKER, STEARNS--=-•
& COMPANY 294 Sheffield Avenue, Brooklyn, N. T._

SORE LEGS HEALED
Open

Legs, Ulcers, Enlarged Veins, Eczema
healed while you work. ·write for book ''Row
to Heal My l:ior~ Legs at Home," Describe
your cnse_
A. O. -i'..IEPE,

..,----- 1457 Green Ba.y Avenue, Milwaukee, \Vis.

,.Cured
-His RUPTURE
~,.,

Three

ways to
reduce
your
weight

Particular. mailed free to any addreoe,

HallCh 111.Co.De t.B-124St.Loui .Ma.

Full treatment of my mild, soothing, guaranteed remedy sent on
Trial. It results are satisfactory
costs you $2.00. If not, costs you
H. D. POWERS,
Battle Creek, Mich.
BOOK ON

-

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
.;merica'a

Malled tree to &117 addresa by
~ the Author

Pioneer
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Doc Medicines 118 Wat Jbt Street, New York

~ULES

piece,.

Calendars for _,1920
Send name and address for 18 of tl,e
most beautiful <;;ood Luck Calmdars:md
cArt Serna, in colors. 11iey sell for I'.S
cts. and 20 cts. Li.kc lemonade at a circus:
When sold, send us $,. 7~ and keep balan~ orselectwonderfulpremlwn from

our iarge list of watches., cameras, etc.
!'""I""!!~-~ YANKEE STUDIO, Dept. 64
20~4 W. Lake St., Sta. D, Q,jc,go, Ill.

Hair Grew on Bald Head
Arter botng almost totally bald, • Ne,., Yorker b&P·
found aomethin&' which brouiht out & new, luxuriant growth o! hair or which ha le ao proud thn.t ht

ptly

will send the tntormation tree to anyone l\'ho uks to,

It. Write: John 11. Brittain, BK-103. Station F. No•
York, N. Y. Many women and men, b7 using this
lnformatlon, have grown hair attor all elso fatled. Cut
this out, ahow others: thil ft1 ,enulne.
•

+

DON'T BE CUT
UnUl_ You Try Thia

co

Pink Cameo Ring FREE
Cameo• are aet lo 1\n• old filled rfn&, G .r·
an teed for three year•. , o make frloncu, an3 Jn.
trorlucti our Ma,rufoe and RJu buaa~Q•. Mnd
15 cte for a. 9 month•' •ub•criPtlon,and t 11• Rl~c.
;r9ur •120. wlll be aent FR.EE• Po*!"Pa d. M.

McPhllllps Secy., &15 ~- 43d St., Dept.
&-P- N•wYorl<.

J-le Quit

·

Or S UFF HABIT

Cigarettes No ured or NO PAY
matter wbptbcr used ·in pip<', r!garettM,
cigar~. cl,~wecl, or usN'I iu the form of snult.
Hll p,,rha 'I'oba<'M ;Jl<'mNly contains nothing
iujnrlnu R nn (i(>p(', poison•. or hahlt forming drug·~. Gut1rautcNI. Sent on trial. It
It cures costs YOU on(' clollar. JC it falls, or It
you a1·e not · perfectly s11tisfied. costs you
nothing. Write for full remedy today.
SUPERBA CO)lPANY, 11121, Baltimore, Md.

l was badly ruptured whlle lifting a ti ,mk
eeveral yearn ago.
Doctors said my only
hop,.. ,,t cure waR an op,,ratlon. Trusses
did me no good. Finally ( got hold of something that quiC'kly and rompletely c-ur<,d
m . Yf'ars have passPd and the rupture has
ne'lPr returned. although I am doing hard
o:rj< as a C"arpentcr. There -.,,-a_s no operation, no lost tlme, no trouble. I have nothing to :sell, but will glve full information
about how you ma.y find a complete cure
without opera tlrm, if you write to me,
Eugene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 679F Marc!-1lus AvE>nue,' ]l[a.nasquan. N. J. Better cut
out this notice and show it to any others
who are ruptured-you may save a l!fe or
&.t l<,ast stop the misery of rupture and tba
Orry ltn~nger o ~ p e r a t i ~ n ~

a

1S

Coi ... mbla Novolty Co.
J)ep,2961a1tll111too. &u.

choose from in our famous RANGER

M EA D

only

Jewelry at 10 ccc.ts ca.ch.

I

CAINED OVER 30 P()UNDS
• 'I emoked cigarettes ever since a boy.
From six to eight sacks of tobacco I used
weekly," states Mr. S. H. Ferguson.
Cigarettes were doing me great h:irm. I
becnme so nervous that I couldn't sleep until
I smoked. Ench morning I had an awful
taste in my mouth.
"Several times I tried to quit by will~lld.erit b;tcj~1
::~':ej ~~:lte~. would go
"I bad almcst gi.-en up topa of ever quit·
ting until one day I &ent for " free book by
Mr. Woods that told me what to do. .After
lear-.ng the way, I quit easily in 3 da.ys
and haven't touched a cigarette in years. I
have gained over 80 pound• and cnnnot
praise th.e method too highly. I say to
enry cigarotte smoker-if 7,ou can't quit
without help get this book, • so says Mr.
Forguson, of Orumps Park.
The foregoing remarks are like those of
many other men who have heon freed from
the habll of smoking cigarettes, pipe or
cigars or who have been cbewiDJ' tobacco or
diooin£ snu1f excess,ive\y•.
Get this book. It Is free; postpaid to you:
Cut this out and show others.
Write at once to Edward J. Woods, TC-103_
Station F, New York, N. Y.
--

I

ING

In keeping your bowels regular do not

bec6me addlctt'd to weakening purgatives
or mineral Jaxatlv""; just try KO RO LAX:
11t1fe. _-enttf'I, whoicoome. Best aod 1oes
f•rthcst. Obtainable at bus:r drugirlsts, everywbe-re. Korolax Ja relief for many ailment.a.
includlne constipatlon, headaches. dlUY
spells, belohlno, gas, heartburn, torpid Jlnr,
bad breath, ne"ousne111, dY1Ve111ta, tndl•es..
tlon, obeslt:,, montal and Jlh111c&l dullo.-.

j:~:

Wonderful Treatment.

The Internal method of trc!ltment
ls the correct one, and ts s!lDctioned by the
best informed physicians and surgeons.
Ointments, salves, a.n.d other local applications give only temporary relief.
If you have piles in any form write for a
F.BEE aample of Pa,re's Pile Tablet. and
yoa wm bless the day that you read thia.
Wrlt.e today.
a. Jl.. Pare. Ht-A p.,.,e Bld&'.,lllar•lulll,Kleb.

B1.lYS AIR RIFLE

Jew~f• !i•,~:a~~ Wr1:1¥g- S~i1 6 ~~":. of ow

COLUMlllA'T<cvuTY co., Dept. ZIS.~ l!ut 'la1ton, Mass.

- -

UVtRS UUIDf,oUntasyKoadtoMarrlage
11, •:Sow wi!o.tta .swbtu1 Girl. ufinw to Woo 1,11 Bttroa •• Bow

L•dJ Sboald M&nq• Ber Bdu. to mU• htm Propoae llaniap.
Bo• toOawb a Riob Baoll,lor. ••Bo• to Win the p,,.orotL&dle,,
..Wtd.dln1•llqut1e.-0 .• 6o. AU 1u)J•WI klptul*° lour1. 1 OC P08TPAI O

YANKEE

pun_ co_

I

TILTON. N. H.

~

Btu• h..i.nd p,DWorful luH• Ni•.atillcalb .,..nd 1'1url1 ••
•
cine . . . a te1 ..eot.1•. O.&. tbta Ao1""' luw• •ne raKB for ullias"ft
iactaa.. Dlnp P,rlua..t: konl . . 'ffU •t 1.. - . Senti n• .......

··"'"o coMPANY DIIPT- .,

.,,.eHAMToN. ... ,,.

•

WILD WES T WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSUES--.
870 Yonng WIid West Saving the Soldiers; or, Arletta's Great Ride.
880. Young Wild "\Vest's Cowboy Camp; or, '£he Trail That Led
to a Ti·ap.
881 Young Wilcl West's Strrught Shot; or, Arietta anll the ·T rain·
,vreckers.
882 You ng Wild West .After the Arapahoes; or, The Outbreak on
the ResNvntlon.
883 Young Wilcl West Beating the Boomers; <Jr, How .Arietta Ex·
posed a Frnud.
88-! Yonng Wild Wes t ancl "llfonte Mack"; or, Th e Girl of Golden
Gulch.
885 Young Wild West and the Sllver Seekers; or, .Arletta's "Hot
•
Leacl Sauce."
886 Young "\Vild ,vest's Lively Lasso; and, How It Corraled the
Cowbov Crooks.
887 Young Wild West at Greaser Gulch; or, Arletta and the
J\lasked Mexicans.
888 Yonng Wild West and the Cavalry King; or, The Race With
a Rival Rider.
880 Young Wild West and the Sioux Sca 1 pers; or. now Arletta
'
Savecl Her Life.
800 Young Wild West and the Rival Scouts; or, thP. Raid of the
Cowboy Gang.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addr<>ss on receipt

801 Young Wiltl West's Box of Bullion; or, Arietta and the Over·
land Robbe rs.
892 Young Wild W est's Bareback J3eat; or, The l3oss of the
Broncho Busters.
8!l3 1:o ung Wi_lll W est at Fire Hill; or, How Arietta Ran,(] thr J.'lag
8lH 'l:1>u_u1? Wild West and the Greaser Giant; or, M,·x irau Mil;~·,
'
Mistake.
805 Young Wild W es t at i'lkeletou Ran c·b; or, Arietta and the
Death 'l'rap.
Sr6 Young Wild West's Gold Grip; ttud How Ile Hel<l the Claim.
Hl7 Youn!? ,vile! W es t and the Gray Gang; or, Ariella's D~tlng
De,-ice.
SCS Youn,:: Wild W est at Lonesome Licks; or, The Phnntom of
Pilgrim's Pass.
S!lO Youug Wild W est's Biggest Strike; or, Arletta and the Aban·
doned Mine.
000 Young \Vilcl West and the Rover Rangers~ or, The Cave Queen
Ye!lo,Ystone.
the
of
901 YounlZ' Wild W es t's Cowboy Call; or, Arletta and the Smng·
glers.
002 Young Wild West and the Moqul J\Iecllcine l\fan; or, Doing the
Dance of Death.
903 Yo11n1Z Wild West on a Treasure Hunt; or, Arletta anrl tJ;l1c •
Silver Lode.
or price, 7 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

168 W. 23d St., N. 'C"

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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